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Moore New Ideas
for Business
Automatic assignment
follow-up with
built-in controls

Who got the assignment? What’s the status?
Will it be completed on time? Within budget?
Questions like these are instantly answered with a
special Moore system. You not only get progress
reports and a final report, but there’s a break-out
of hours and a built-in follow-up system. Ask about
Idea No. 201.

Eliminate
consignment headaches

When you ship on memo or sell on consignment,
follow-up can be both sticky
time-consuming.
Moore
a follow-up system that gives you a
running status
plus a built-in reminder to
pay the bill. The system also establishes when
title shifts from seller to consignee. Ask about
Idea No. 202.

Labels tough enough
to boil

Sometimes you have to keep track of raw
materials as they go through processing steps.
Yarns, for example, as they go through weaving,
dyeing, and other processes. Moore can provide you
with printed labels that can withstand boiling in
solutions that reach temperatures as high as 400
degrees without weakening or becoming illegible.
about Idea No. 203.

Let customers
manage own credit

Generally speaking, credit departments keep
track of who owes how much and for how long. Moore
has a system that automatically shows the customer
which invoices should be paid on basis of aging.
It's a soft-sell way to remind delinquent accounts
to pay up. It also shows accounts when they are
approaching their credit limits. No special
handling required. Keeps cash flowing better.
Ask about Idea No. 204.

Would fresh ideas
improve your
competitive position?

The business that fails to change as
conditions
loses its competitive edge.
Moore’s business is helping your business forge
ahead with better ideas. More than 2400 Moore men
scout the business world for workable ideas.
Refined, modified, these ideas provide more
control, reduce waste, make your operating dollars
buy more. One Moore idea may be what you need.
Call your Moore man.

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
Over 675 offices and plants, 2407 salesmen

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss5/9
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES FORUM
In our May-June issue we announced on page 9 that a panel
of management services personnel from leading
accounting firms would answer to the best of their ability
questions from readers relating to any area in which they
would like help—practice management, information development
and utilization, computer selection and applications, client
relationships. We also explained that correspondents would be
kept anonymous. We have since decided that the identity of
the individual firm replying would also be concealed.
All correspondence is cleared through this office.
The members of our panel, one or more of whom are
responsible for the answers printed in this department, are:
William E. Arnstein, Main Lafrentz & Co., New York;
Philip
Blumenthal, Geo. S. Olive & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.;
Roy A. Lindberg,
H. Cohn & Company, Newark, N. J.;
Arthur B. Toan, Jr., Price Waterhouse & Co., New York;
and H. G. Trentin, Arthur Andersen & Co., New York.
We also said in our May-June issue that queries and answers
of general interest would be printed in Management Services.
Herewith one of our first inquiries and the reply from our panel.
The Editors

Gentlemen:
Our computer installation is one
that has grown by leaps and bounds
over the past several years. During

that time we, like many others,
have suffered our share of turn
over, rapid promotion within the
operation and insufficient time to
properly train the advancing op
erators in areas other than pure
machine operating. The result of
this rapid growth situation has
been that we now have personnel
in supervisory positions with little
or no training in working with
and handling people.
September-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969

In an effort to correct this prob
lem situation I would greatly ap
preciate any advice that you might
care to render in three specific
ways:

1. What is the best way to
train these now relatively green
supervisors?
2. Disregarding the best way;
what is a good way to accom
plish this training in an on-thejob basis or in short sessions
after or during the operating
shifts?
3. , What is the best way to
provide this training to a person

being groomed for a supervisory
slot on a continuing basis dur
ing his advancements through
the operation?
Your response to these questions
will be most appreciated. They
are prompted from what is an ob
vious need and from the reading
of your invitation for questions on
page 9 of the May-June 1969 issue
of your magazine.
Operations Manager
Service Corporation

The writer is connected with the
service corporation for a major
American stock exchange.
1
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. . . and the reply drafted by a member of the Management Services panel

The inquiry reproduced on the
preceding page presents a number
of the classical symptoms of com
puter management problems. The
rapid growth, high turnover, lack

of time for training, are common

phenomena which may represent
both cause and effect The three
specific questions, in their content
and in the sequence of their ap
pearance, suggest that the man
agement may do well to study not
only the specific methods of train
ing supervisors but also the rela
tionship of the computer installa
tion to the overall management
process of the organization.

Factory analogy
Many managements have been
awed by the apparently complex
technology of the computer and
have failed to recognize that the
computer is simply a machine
which operates in a factory en
vironment, and will respond to
time-proved industrial manage
ment techniques. The computer
operating facility receives raw ma
terials (data), performs pre-con
ditioning operations (keypunching,
etc.) and feeds the properly con
ditioned data into automatic ma
chines (computers) with product
specifications (programs) provid
ed by a research and development
(systems and programing) staff.
Having recognized the operat
ing computer installation as essen
tially the equivalent of a factory,
we are prepared to suggest, in re
sponse to Question 3, that the
training of first line supervisory
personnel can best be accomplished
through the use of techniques de
veloped for industrial supervisors’
training generally.
Traditionally the first line super
visor or foreman, both by exam
ple and by implementation of spe
cific on-the-job training programs,

has been a key party in develop
ing the supervisory as well as the
technical skills of employees. The
weakness (in terms of supervisory
training) of the inquirer’s present
first line supervisors represents a
serious gap in the personnel de
velopment cycle which must be
closed.

Use of programed texts
Among the training methods
which may be employed are the re
cently developed self-instructional
or programed texts. These texts
are specifically designed for self
study. Among titles of programed
instruction listed in the extensive
American Management Association
Bookshelf Catalog are the fol
lowing: Basic Skills in Communi
cation, Constructive Discipline on
the Job, Effective Interviewing for
the Supervisor, On-the-job Train
ing, and How to Plan and Organize
Work. Perusal of the brochures of
one industrial education organiza
tion (Industrial Education Insti
tute) discloses the existence of oneday seminars with pertinent titles
such
the following: Understand
ing & Motivating Employees, Im
proving Supervisory Skills, Increas
ing the Supervisor’s Skill as a
Trainer, Short Internal Schedul
ing, etc. Higher level supervisors
and managers (and supervisors in
the Systems Design and Computer
Programing areas) may benefit ad
ditionally from some seminars spe
cificially oriented toward Manag
ing Data Processing Operations
(AMA), Computer Operations
Management (C-E-I-R Inc.), Com
puter Operations Management and
Control (Brandon Systems Insti
tute), and others. Computer manu
facturers’ computer management
seminars are generally directed at
top management levels.
We cannot stress too strongly
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that the books and programed in
struction and seminars (which may,
of necessity, be used as primary ele
ments of a program responsive to
Question 2) are only tools for use
in the development of a sound
training and development program
which will include both formal
training and on-the-job training
administered by qualified super
visors. Among the contents of the
formal program, considerable em
phasis should be placed upon per
tinent management relationships
within the organization. This es
sential part of the training pro
gram is unique for each organiza
tion and therefore must be tailormade either by the organization or
management advisors acting on its
behalf.

Management’s obligations
Management must be aware of
the importance of developing its
human assets and must be prepared
to commit sufficient resources on
a continuing basis to accomplish
the job. Training responsibility
should be specifically assigned, a
budget should be adopted and
staffing levels and work schedules
should be reviewed to ensure avail
ability of personnel to attend the
designated training activities. The
constraints implied in Question
should be eliminated at the earli
est possible time.
Frequently, staff responsibility
for training is assigned to the per
sonnel department where it is pos
sible to coordinate training needs
with the equally important poli
cies governing recruitment, com
pensation, promotion and related
employee evaluation techniques
which can identify, and provide
suitable incentives for, those with
the combination of technical apti
tude and personal balance to be
come competent supervisors.
Management Services
4
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THE
ACCOUNTANT’S
LAMENT

Sittin’ in my office.
What am I.
Gonna do?
(plunk)
Sittin’ in my office.
What am I.
Gonna do?
(plunk)
Got those old.
(plunk, plunk, plunk)
Confirmation of accounts
receivable
blues.
Yeah, man.

The haunting strains of this
poignant lament started dis
appearing from American
folkways about the same
time we introduced our
SAFEGUARD ACCOUNT
BALANCE VERIFICATION
SYSTEM. It would seem
that our simple, “OneWrite” method of establish
ing the accuracy, validity,
and collectability of ac
counts completely elimi
nates the need for singing
the blues. With confirma
tion slips and confirmation
journal locked into exact
alignment, a single entry
creates all necessary rec
ords. And with SAFE
GUARD double-window
envelopes, all an accoun
tant has to do is slip in the
slip and mail it. It’s the fast,
efficient way to confirm
outstanding balances. Yeah,
man.
September-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969
_____

IF THERE’S A SADNESS IN
YOUR METHOD, YOU NEED
A SAFEGUARD SYSTEM.
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS,
FILL OUT THE ATTACHED
COUPON. TODAY.
Safeguard Business Sys
tems has plants in Elm
hurst, III., Lansdale, Pa.,
and Los Angeles, Calif.

Safeguard Business Systems
P.O. Box 151
Lansdale, Pennsylvania 19446

Yes, I would like
know more about the
unique SAFEGUARD ACCOUNT BAL
ANCE VERIFICATION SYSTEM and how
I will benefit from it.
M S AC-105
NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS
PHONE

CITY

STATE.

ZIP
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Jack R. Charrm • A Lease-or-Purchase Decision Model
The pros and cons of leasing new equipment,
com
pared to other methods of financing its acquisition,
are frequently discussed, but they are applicable to
specific corporate decisions only in the most general

the XYZ Corporation

p. 19

way. Each acquisition must be analyzed individually
in the light of the criteria appropriate to it. This case
study, based on actual company data, demonstrates
the type of analysis that is required.

Belverd Needles, Jr. • A Single Information Flow System for Hospital Data Processing . .p. 27
Many hospitals are experimenting with electronic data
processing. None, however, has yet developed a sys
tem based on the single information flow concept, the
approach that most EDP specialists believe will be

the method of the future. This article reports the re
sults of a study to determine the feasibility for a gen
eral hospital of such a system, utilizing a single pool
of data for all applications.

Jordan L. Golding • Recognizing Management Services Opportunities
Management consulting, this author feels, offers "un
limited opportunities” for CPAs. The recognition of
such opportunities, he says, is identical with recogni
tion and understanding of clients’ needs. The CPA
who is already familiar with a company’s financial

p. 38

affairs through his auditing and tax practice should
find it easy to spot operating problems; the author
cites a number of possible situations that can lead
to engagements for the CPA and higher profits for
the client.

publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Opinions expressed in Management
Services are those of the editors or contributors, and may differ from policies of the AICPA and its committees.

Management Services. Sept.-Oct., 1969. Published
bimonthly, Vol. 6, No. 5. Subscription rates: $12.50
a year, $2.25 a copy. Publication, editorial and
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10019. Second-class postage paid at New York, N.Y.
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Roy Ageloff, A. Wayne Corcoran, and Richard H. Simpson • Dollar-Value Retail
Inventory Pricing
Retailers that value their inventories on a LIFO basis
often use the technique known
dollar-value retail
LIFO to convert ending inventories at retail to the
prices prevalent at the beginning of the period. The
computations are tedious, particularly if the ratio of

selling prices to cost varies among departments. To
reduce this drudgery, these authors outline a mathe
matical statement and a computer program for stat
ing the retail dollar value of both aggregated and
sectionalized inventories.

Staff Report • AICPA Computer Conference in Chicago (Part 1)
The AICPA’s Fifth National Conference of Computer
Users, held in Chicago May 19-21, was the first in
a new series of annual automation conferences which

p. 46

p. 54

will replace the former series of semi-annual ones.
This article summarizes some of the major presenta
tions at the Chicago meeting.

DEPARTMENTS

Management Services Forum

p. 1

People, events, techniques

p. 7
p. 58

What people are writing about

Current books and magazine articles on subjects of interest to management and management consultants.
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Is there intelligent life on earth?

Is there a part of the world where a whole genera
tion has been able to grow up safe from aggression?

Is there a place in the world where people—freed
from the threat war—are able build the kind
life
they want?
Is there a region where countries are able
free
themselves
the crushing burden
individual pro
tection—by pooling their defense forces?
There is. In the section of the world that’s protected
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization —

The formation
NATO two decades ago—right
after the worst war in history—was one of the most in
telligent decisions man ever

And the smartest thing we can
and build upon it.

is support it —

If NATO wasn’t here,
maybe we wouldn’t be here either.
For further information, write to The Atlantic Council, 1616 H Street N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006.
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GAO Recommends Government Purchase Computer Peripheral Equipment

From Independent Manufacturers Rather Than Computer Concerns

A report recently released by
the Government Accounting Of
fice may put more of the Federal
Government’s annual $2 billion

computer business into the hands
of peripheral equipment manufac
turers. The GAO’s findings indi
cate a Government saving of $100
million if "plug-to-plug” compo
nents are obtained from independ
ent sources instead of agencies’
continuing to rely on systems man
ufacturers for complete packages.
The GAO study was initiated
after the Subcommittee on Econ
omy in Government of the Joint
Economic Committee held hear
ings in late 1967 on Government
procurement of EDP equipment.
September-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969

The subcommittee was concerned
with procurement practices that
tended to favor larger manufac
turers.

58 per cent savings found
GAO investigators focused their
attention on magnetic tape trans
ports and disk storage drives, two
types of plug-to-plug compatible
components marketed by manu
facturers of independent periph
eral equipment. The researchers
found at least three independent
manufacturers marketing tape
transports at a saving in pur
chase cost of up to 58 per cent
below the computer manufactur

er’s price. Savings in monthly leas
ing costs differed as much as 25
per cent. Similarly, disk storage
drives could be purchased from
three independent companies for
as much as 29 per cent below the
computer manufacturer’s compo
nent price and leased for 24 per
cent below the manufacturer’s
monthly price. The GAO estimates
$5 million could be saved by buy
ing these components from inde
pendent companies instead of sys
tems manufacturers, and $23.5 mil
lion could be saved if the items
were rented from independents.
The report cites private organi
zations that have experienced large
savings by using plug-to-plug com
7
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fect and harmful to the ability of
“IBM’s unbundling will unleash
patible equipment. Among these
the electronic data processing ser
a healthy competitive struggle
are: General Electric Company,
among computer software suppli
vices industry properly to serve
Missile and Space Division, Long
ers and a series of secondary ex
Beach, Calif., annual rental sav
the public.”
plosions
will affect the computer
William R. Lonergan, RCA di
ings $40,000, annual purchase sav
industry
and individual users,”
vision vice president for Govern
ings $311,000; Lockheed-California
said
Robert
L. Harmon, vice presi
ment marketing, has announced
Company, Division of Lockheed
dent and general manager of Mc
that his company will separate
Aircraft Corporation, Burbank,
Donnell Automation Company.
pricing for the Federal Govern
Calif., rental savings $129,000; and
Among the explosions Mr. Har
ment on the maintenance of the
Long Island Lighting Company,
mon expects are: an overall higher
computers it leases to them. He
Hicksville, N.Y., purchase savings
operating cost for computer users;
said RCA acted upon a request
$200,000.
increased demand for experienced
from the General Services Admin
While the report takes note of
data processing personnel; and a
istration. However, separate pric
the many services provided by the
better marketplace for software
ing for the rest of RCA’s custom
computer system manufacturer, it
developers. McDonnell is one of
ers is still only under considera
states: “We believe that more and
IBM’s largest commercial custom
tion.
more situations arise when some
ers, and IBM is also one of Mc
IBM, however, has responded to
users do not require all of the
Donnell’s customers.
ADAPSO and other critics. Besides
support services made available by
Firmly in support of unbun
separating prices for all its cus
the system manufacturer.”
dling, the Association of Data
tomers, as of June 30, 1969, it has
Subsequent to the GAO report
Processing Service Organizations,
also cut its discounts to four-year
the U.S. Comptroller General sent
has issued a position paper which
institutions
and
junior
colleges.
Its
a letter to the heads of Federal
calls, “a tie-in sale no less odious
former
maximum
discount
of
30
departments and agencies recom
than
the full line forcing of prod
per
cent
has
now
dropped
to
10
mending that they: replace leased
ucts
which
are separately priced.
per cent for qualifying institutions.
components of computer systems
Effective Nov. 1, 1969, IBM will
“ADAPSO believes that the best
with more economical plug-to-plug
interests of all users (service or
also no longer give education dis
compatible units; evaluate alternate
ganizations and others alike), would
counts on maintenance agreements.
sources of EDP equipment; and
be served if all computer manu
ADAPSO’s interest in educa
in cases where purchase of plugfacturers would separately price
tional discount policies stems from
to-plug compatible equipment is
any service or function which is or
the large amount of private con
determined not to be advantage
can be available in the market
tract data processing that is per
ous, consider third-party leasing
place or provided by the user
formed by educational institu
arrangements.
himself if he chooses,” the paper
tions. Lowering the discount to
reads.
colleges and universities means
they will have to charge more for
However, both Honeywell Inc.
such services.
and the Sperry Rand Corporation’s
ADAPSO Attacks
Univac Division have announced
that they will keep their present
Hardware Manufacturers
packaged pricing policy.
IBM
‘
Unbundling
’
While Univac briefly stated that
Offering Preferential Rates
IBM’s price changes in no way
May Lead to Higher
affect its own operations, the vice
The Government’s relationship
president and general manager
with systems manufacturers has
Operating Costs
Honeywell EDP, C. W. Spangle,
also recently been reviewed by the
gave a longer explanation for his
IBM’s new pricing policy has
Association of Data Processing Or
company’s stand.
made many hardware and soft
ganizations. In a position paper
“Our studies indicate that with
ware manufacturers reassess the
the Association has pledged to
separate pricing, customers would
value of bundling.
bring legal action against hard
have difficulty predicting their fu
As of June 23,1969, IBM has un
ware manufacturers who charge
ture full costs, and the majority
tied its single-price bundle of hard
nonprofit and government groups
would
pay significantly more in
ware,
systems
engineering,
train
lower rates than ordinary custom
the
future
in order to continue to
ing
courses,
and
special
programs
ers.
get
the
data
processing services
and now has separate prices for
they
are
at
present,
receiving,” Mr.
each. The company has also an
Effect anti-competitive
Spangle
said.
nounced an across-the-board 3 per
Concurrent with its bundling an
cent cut on equipment lease and
The Association claims these dis
nouncement, Honeywell said it will
purchase prices.
counts are “anti-competitive in ef
8
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card certificates from the
Operational
Analysis
Reports is 1969
raise its winter prices: Management
for leased Services,
systems approximately 1 per cent.
a new addition to SOFTWARE
current large printed forms.
PACKAGES: AN ENCYCLOPE
Although IBM is reducing its
After three years of studying the
DIC GUIDE, published by
backlog problem CUSIP recom
prices
per cent many users are
tem Interaction Corporation, 8
unhappy that the reduction is not
mends future stock certificates be
larger.
standard punch card size, with a
West 40th Street, New York City.
Paul Williams Jr., president of
printed section that shows basic
The new SIC publication is aimed
the Boothe Computer Corporation,
data, such
certificate number
at helping data processing man
and stockholder identification num
said that the costs of IBM’s auxili
agement judge the alternatives of
ary services would now amount to
ber, legible to both cashier and an
fered by the unbundled market.
optical character reader.
many times the 3 per cent reduc
The company claims the expanded
tion in hardware costs. Richard C.
If the broker is unable to afford
service puts “everything but the
Jones, president of Applied Data
scanning equipment punch card
systems manuals on your desk.”
Research, estimated the price cut
equipment could be used, the as
was really a 25 per cent increase.
sociation
IBM’s 3 per cent reduction could
Printers of the standard 8- x 12‘Punch Card’ Stock
be accounted for just on educa
inch certificates now in use have
tion, he said.
protested that in the transition pe
Certificates Advised
To help the EDP consumer eval
riod there would be chaos, and
uate unbundling, two consulting
that the smaller certificates could
To Ease Paperwork
firms have compiled extensive re
easily be counterfeited. The U.S.
ports that are now available. Pro
In an attempt to solve Wall
Banknote Corp., a certificate print
gramming Sciences Corporation, 90
Street’s paperwork problem the
er for decades, has instead sug
gested that for optical scanning a
Park Avenue, New York City, has
Committee On Uniform Security
strip with identification numbers
written a booklet for corporate
Identification Procedures of the
management analyzing the IBM
American Bankers Association has
should be added to the top of
existing forms and that future
decision’s present and possible fu
recommended that the New
ture effects on the data processing
and American stock exchanges
forms be printed with numbers on
industry as a whole.
make all listed companies switch
their back.

TOP MANAGEMENT PLANNING
By GEORGE A. STEINER, University of California, Los Angeles
Focusing on the problems top managers encounter in developing, maintaining, and

improving planning systems, this volume offers comprehensive analyses of every aspect

of corporate planning. In 24 extensive chapters Professor Steiner discusses in depth
the major problems associated with effective corporate planning, including the critical

role of the chief executive; the social responsibilities of businessmen; the importance

of creativity and flexibility in planning; how strategic

can be translated into cur

rent actions; the interrelationships between management scientists and managers in
planning; and many other topics.

Also presented are actual how-to-do-it programs on starting and maintaining better
long-range planning and conceptual models of business planning; more than 100 charts,

graphs, and illustrations; and an 875-item bibliography. Each chapter begins with a
short introductory statement of content and ends with a summary and guidelines for

action. Special emphasis is placed on the strengths and weaknesses of the newer quan

titative mathematical tools for corporate planning, recent conclusions of behavioral
ientists applicable to planning, and the profile of future horizons for planning.

This volume

will

be invaluable to all managers in all organizations, and particularly

to top managers in business.
832 pages

1969

An Arkville Press Book, $19.95

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 866 Third Avenue. New York 10022
September-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969
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hold
chores. The
women
can earnVol. 6 [1969],
“The management team that
extra money without leaving their
tries to use the computer report
For Military Purchases
homes by working for COMPUTing system to get critical decision
A-CREDIT of D.C., Inc.
making feedback without first de
Being Established
After about an hour’s training
termining basic information re
the mothers are ready to start
quirements is disappointed and
A data base containing techni
work. Source documents are de
unfortunately associates the failure
cal and financial information on all
livered to them at home. Then by
with MIS,” he said. Indiscrimi
contracts administered by the U.S.
using the Touch-Tone telephone
nately programing everything is a
Army Materiel Command is being
as a keypunch keyboard they
practice both “costly and self-de
developed by the Computer Sci
pass the information on to the
feating,” Mr. Gottfried concluded..
ences Corporation, at facilities in
COMPUT-A-CREDIT data cen
St. Louis, Mo., and Washington,
ter. There keypunch machines are
D.C.
connected to the telephone system
The contract, valued at about
LEASCO Will Analyze,
by means of COMPUT-A-PHONE
$1.6 million, was awarded to CSC’s
translators, supplied by Photo
Systems Division by the Army
Evaluate 5 Manpower
Magnetic Systems, Inc.
Aviation Systems Command at St.
A contract for the State of
Training Programs
Louis, Mo. It is aimed at stricter
Maryland Department of Motor
contract control.
Vehicles car registration cards has
An analysis and evaluation of
CSC will develop what is to
already been completed by them.
five
manpower training programs
be called Military Standard Con
COMPUT-A-CREDIT next plans
will
be conducted for the Office
tract Administration Procedures.
to train homebound handicapped
of
Economic
Opportunity by the
MILSCAP will provide uniform
people as well as dependent moth
Leasco
Systems
& Research Cor
procedures for administering con
ers on welfare. The company hopes
poration
of
Bethesda,
Md. Approx
tracts. Standardized forms and
this will allow these people to be
imately
10,000
individuals
will be
data elements will be used to re
come self-supporting and to be
studied.
cord all transactions. The com
taken off the welfare rolls.
The programs to be focused on
puterized file will be automatically
are: Neighborhood Youth Corps
updated with every new contract
(NYC) (Out of School Compo
transaction. MILSCAP will be part
nent);
Manpower Development and
of the National Automatic Data
Thorough Study Only
Training
Act (Institutional Com
Processing Program for Army Ma
ponents);
New Careers (NC); Job
teriel Command Logistics Man
Key to Effective
Opportunities
in the Business Sec
agement, which is being devel
tor
(JOBS);
and
the Jobs Corps.MIS,
Executives
Told
oped by the Automated Logistics
The
National
Opinion
Research.
Management Systems Agency, St.
“
Instead
of
developing
practical
Center
of
Chicago
will
trace a
Louis.
management
information
systems
target
group
through
each
pro
Another Army contract recently
programs,
many
companies
have
gram
and
then
compare
them
with
awarded to CSC is for the devel
rushed head-long into ‘cure-all’
a control group. Results will be
opment of a computer-based in
computer
reporting
systems,
which
weighed
against background lo
formation system that will quickly
fail
to
aid
the
management
deci
cale,
economic
environment, eth
determine the cause of Army air
sion-making
process,
”
Ira
S.
Gott
nic
differences,
and other poten
craft accidents and establish ap
fried
recently
told
a
group
of
ex
tial
influences.
The results will
propriate preventive measures.
ecutives attending Industrial Edu
then go to the OEO and the De
part of Labor where the worth of
cation Institute seminars in London
each program will be assessed.
and Manchester, England.
Mr. Gottfried is executive vice
Housebound Mothers
president of Norris & Gottfried,
NASA Contract extended
Inc.,
management
consultants
Put to WorkLeasco has also recently had a
based in Los Angeles. He is also
NASA contract for systems analysis
the author of many articles on
Keypunching at Home
and information handling support
management systems.
extended. The contract, valued at
Exactly what reporting is neces
The hand that once rocked the
over a million dollars, provides for
sary for management planning and
cradle is now busy punching
the analysis of management sys
decision making should be deter
Touch-Tone telephone keys.
tems applications to determine im
mined first, in order to avoid super
Mothers of pre-school-age chil
pact on existing workload and
fluous reports and to pinpoint crit
dren in Beltsville, Md. are adding
personnel.
ical information, Gottfried said.
keypunching to their other house

Uniform Procedures
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Take this invaluable 3-volume reference set—
TOP MANAGEMENT PLANNING

for only $1 per volume
with your first selection as a trial member of

The
Executive Program
• This is the comprehensive and long-awaited work on the
new total planning. It is an indispensable tool for every
executive on every rung of the management ladder. Au
thoritatively written by George A. Steiner, Director of
the Division of Research, Graduate School of Business,
U.C.L.A.
• Gives proven guidelines for planning organization, trans
lating strategy plans into effective action. Discusses the
roles and relationships of management teams, investigates
special planning problems in 7 critical areas. 800 pages,
indexed.
• It is typical of the enormously important, once-in-a-decade
background books The Executive Program seeks out for
you — along with the most vital
helpful current busi
ness books. And it is this sophisticated selectivity that has
made The Executive Program the most important — and
day-in, day-out useful business book service in the coun
try today.

retail price,
$29.95
SELECT ANY OF THESE AT MEMBER DISCOUNT PRICES
(Retail prices light type, member prices bold type)
33510. THE ANATOMY OF WALL STREET.
Edited by Charles J. Rolo and George J. Nelson.
Twenty experts who know Wall Street from the
inside share their knowledge of every important
phase of the securities market.
$7.50/$5.95
40170. CONDENSED COMPUTER ENCYCLO
PEDIA. Philip B. Jordain. Over 600 pages of in
depth definitions
discussions of computer terms
and concepts, divided into three classes: generic
terms, specific
specialized terms. Fully crossreferenced.
$14.50/$9.95
54120. THE HUMAN SIDE OF PLANNING /
MOVING MOUNTAINS. A dual selection. David
W. Ewing’s vital techniques for tailoring programs
to people. Plus Henry M. Boettinger’s sophisticated
analysis of the do’s
don’ts of communicating
ideas.
$13.90/$9.95
59920. MANAGEMENT DECISIONS BY OBJEC
TIVES. George S. Ordione. The definitive work on
the decision making process, based on revolutionary
breakthroughs in cybernetics, managerial psychol
ogy, operations research and systems engineering.
$8.95/$6.95
86500. THE WAY THINGS WORK. An illustrated
Encyclopedia of Technology. Best-selling explana
tion of everything from the ball point pen to the
computer.
$8.95/$6.95
77530. THE SEARCH FOR THE PERFECT
SWING. Alastair Cochrane and John Stobbs. A big,
colorful volume containing the results of the study
and analysis of the game of golf by a team of
tists.
$10.00/$7.50
73900. RESARCH AND DEVELOPMENT MAN
AGEMENT: The Economics and Administration of
Technology. Daniel D. Roman. The first book to
cover the logistics of managing research and devel
opment from handling scientific
to bud
geting
choosing projects.
$10.00/$7.50

32430. THE AGE OF DISCONTINUITY. Peter F.
Drucker. Peter Drucker’s new book on the forces
creating tomorrow’s society: the new technology
explosion; the change from an “international” to
a “world” economy; drastic social
political
challenges; and the new universe of knowledge on
a mass scale.
$7.95/6.75





3-992

THE EXECUTIVE PROGRAM

Front and Brown Streets, Riverside, N.J. 08075
Please enroll me as a trial
and send
my copy of TOP MANAGEMENT PLAN
NING, plus the
I have indicated
here. Bill me only $1.00 per volume for TOP
55660. INTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING SYS
MANAGEMENT PLANNING, low member’s
TEMS. E.
McCarthy and J. A. McCarthy.
price for my first selection, plus shipping. If
Edited
Humes. Jargon-free, stunningly
not delighted, I will return
books within
clear account of the entire field of business data
ten days, and my membership will
can
processing. Essential for
executive. $8.95/6.95
celled. As a trial
I need accept as
few
as
3
more
during
the
next
12
46810. THE EXECUTIVE STRATEGIST. Robert
months, always at reduced member’s prices,
C. Weisselberg and Joseph G. Cowley. A matchless
plus
shipping.
I
understand
that
the
savings
guide to solving the most common problems in
range up to 30%, occasionally more. Each
ness.
from how to allocate men and mate
month,
I will receive advance
reviews describ
rials evaluating jobs
salaries. Bridges the gap
  many


en theexplain
dual
management
scientists
and
be
executions, ing forthcoming selections, along with
member,
and your
selections
selection
alland the
conven
member,
order form for requesting alternate selec
tive. ient
$6.95/$5.75
 all. For every four selec
or no book at
tions purchased, I may choose a free bonus
52260. THE HANDBOOK OF REAL ESTATE
book. (This introductory offer counts as the
INVESTMENT. Don G. Campbell. Packed with
first selection).
information, astute advice
sharp wit, here is a
FIRST SELECTION (Write in number)
superb guide to the incredible investment
spec
ulation opportunities in real estate.
$7.50/$5.95
61670. MEANING BUSINESS/BUSINESS AS A
GAME. A
selection. Leonard Strahl’s astute
guide to preventing “bad breaks” in business, and
how your personality affects
performance.
Plus Albert Z. Carr’s strategies for up-the-ladder
gamesmanship in business.
$12.45/$8.25
81870. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: A Diagnostic Ap
proach. Van Court Hare, Jr. The first book to fully
and lucidly
the
facets of systems anal
ysis. Shows how this major management develop
ment vitally affects every aspect of modern industry.
$12.50/$9.25

September-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969
Durward
.......................  and

— trial membership application

NAME...................................................................................................
FIRM NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE

□ BILL ME

ZIP CODE

□ BILL MY FIRM

Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada
only. Prices slightly higher in Canada.
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Leasco include: financial account
successful executives,” Dr. Schiller
Medical Insurance
ing, using teleprocessing; financial
told the conference. Successful ex
status of NASA programs; Office
Executives Taught
ecutives “devote much more of
of Manned Space Flight Pert
their time to the high-payoff as
Better Computer Use
tem; payroll (producing bi-weekly
pects of their jobs. . . . They don’t
output); personnel reporting, in
do the work of their subordinate
Plans have been made for about
cluding telephone directory; and
managers; they see their own jobs
3,000
health insurance executives
personnel management informa
as big enough, and that they must
to learn how to make more effec
tion system. A special library sys
get away from preoccupation with
tive use of their computers.
tem and a work planning and
technical matters.”
The Blue Cross Association and
control system for NASA projects
He found other personal char
the
National Association of Blue
are to be established.
acteristics which differentiated suc
Shield
Plans have awarded a con
cessful and unsuccessful managers
tract
valued
at approximately
were: the top men are more aloof
$125,000 to Computer Sciences In
than their less effective colleagues,
stitute, the educational service of
tending to wait for people to come
Computer Sciences Corporation,
Accounting Executives
to them; the successful have a su
for
the development of two courses.
perior degree of maturity, with
One
course will give senior execu
Must Widen Horizons,
greater emotional stability and a
tives
a basic knowledge of com
broader perspective; and they del
Ohio Society Told
puter
concepts. The second will
egate technical work to others.
equip
operating managers with a
The educational background
The top finance accounting ex
detailed
understanding of how
most conducive to executive suc
ecutive of the future must widen
best
to
use
the computer as a de
cess is one that stresses balance
his scope from being a “manager
cision-making
tool.
between technical and liberal
of numbers to being a manager
One
of
the
latest computer ad
courses, Dr. Schiller reported.
of men,” Dr. Marvin Schiller told
ditions
in
this
field
is a $2.5 million
“An MBA is important, but it’s
the 1969 Convention of the Ohio
Honeywell,
Inc.
communications
better to have solely a ‘liberal edu
Society of Certified Public Ac
system linking 150 Blue Cross
cation
an undergraduate, than
countants.
plans
nationwide.
a highly technical education in
Dr. Schiller is vice president in
The
CSI courses will be con
both the undergraduate and grad
charge of the Los Angeles office
ducted over a two-year period at
uate levels,” he said.
of A. T. Kearney & Company, Inc.,
centers in El Segundo, Calif., Sil
As for post-employment train
an international management con
ver Spring, Md., and St. Louis,
ing he observed, “Informal—but
sulting firm.
Mo. Some 400 senior executives
systematic and organized—manage
“Preview for the Seventies” was
will attend three-day seminars cov
ment development programs are
the theme of the conference, held
ering: systems and equipment,
more effective in developing ex
in mid-June in the Commodore
programing languages, manage
ecutives than formal lecture or
Perry Hotel, Toledo, Ohio. Dr.
ment information system develop
seminar
programs. ‘ManagementSchiller’s topic was “What Char
ment, and future trends in the
by-Objectives’ programs are the
acteristics are Necessary for Suc
computer software and hardware
kind that provide best results.”
cess?” Many of his observations
fields.
five-day course will be
came from his work as principal
given to over 2,400 operating man
researcher for a project sponsored
agers including such topics as: the
Individual emphasised
by the Financial Executives Insti
systems approach to analysis and
For executive success the or
tute, “Development of Financial
design, file management, the de
ganization should maintain an at
Managers.” The project’s findings
velopment process for a manage
mosphere that encourages the in
will be published later this year.
ment information system, and a
dividual to take the initiative. He
The formula used by Dr. Schiller
survey of existing and anticipated
“should mold the company’s phi
to measure the relative effective
computer equipment and software.
losophies, not just be molded by
ness of executives in management
Structured learning techniques
them,” Dr. Schiller said. “Ego in
appraisal studies is a combination
will
be used in teaching both these
volvement is a necessity.”
of compensation, age, level of re
courses. Each point is covered with
He concluded by suggesting,
sponsibility, tenure in the organi
instructor
’s outline, slides, films,
“
The
path
to
executive
growth
for
zation, industrial affiliation, and
and
displays.
Students have indi
accounting
and
financial
managers
company size. A computer was
vidual
response
units placed at
is
open
to
all
who
are
willing
to
used to make judgments about
their
seats
with
which they can
change and modify their perform
each man’s success.
ance in order to follow a new and
indicate the degree of their under
“There are no successful tech
more effective pattern.”
standing. This indicates to the innicians at the highest levels, just
12
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79 90 107

98 121

94 102

94 85

90 102 112 133

89

98 112 123 157 186 196

E. CENTRAL U.S.

78 87 105 101

121

95 104

96 86

95 105 114 131

90 104 115 126 151

W. CENTRAL U.S.

84 101

98

89 84

89

98 104 122

86

94 108 119 154 180 197

94 121

96

89 82

91

102 104 121

85

95 105 119 146 179 191

76 85 102

WESTERN U.S.

86 98 112 106 129

CANADA

61

97

184 194

93 119 89

SOUTHERN U.S.

68

Systems Analyst
(Intermediate)

EASTERN U.S.

Programmer— A

99 113 123 154 184 196

Programmer— B

Key Punch
Operator — B

Key Punch
Operator — A
Tabulating Machine
Operator (Intermediate)
Computer operator
(Intermediate)

Secretary — A

90

Secretary — B

129

Stenographer — A

92 104 111

Stenographer— B

94 86

Accounting Clerk — A

98 122 92 102

Accounting Clerk — B

79 88 105

General Clerk — A

TOTAL U.S.

General Clerk — 3

INTERNATIONAL
AND REGIONAL
AVERAGE
WEEKLY
SALARIES
1969

Mail Clerk — File Clerk

Bookkeeping
Machine Operator
Offset Duplicating
Machine Operator
Telephone
Switchboard Operator
Typist— Clerk
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80 110

87

112
74

77

102 94 103 114 121
73 68

72

86

134 103 110 126 132 163 194 207

92 107

73

© 1969, Nations Business—the Chamber of Commerce of the United

83

91

109 130 155 159

Reprinted from the July issue.

Clerical and stenographic salaries in the nation's offices continue to rise. Salaries in 1969
in the categories shown above averaged $5.00 a week more than in 1968, according to
the 23rd Annual Salary Survey Program of the Administrative Management Society.

structor where further clarification
is needed.
Another hospital is planning to
improve patient care with comput
erized medical services. The 1100bed Ottawa Civic Hospital, Otta
wa’s largest and Canada’s third
largest, has given Information In
dustries, Inc., of Wayne, Pa., a fiveyear contract for a system that will
not only include all hospital ad
ministrative functions, but also
cover room and nurse scheduling,
lab tests, statistical analysis, and
the use of patients’ records in re
search and statistical studies. The
system should be operational by
the end of this year.

Mental Health Institute

and use of large data bases for
other Federal statistical work. The
new contract is for handling of in
formation which supports the plan
ning and evaluation of community
mental health centers.
Another study being financed by
the Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare has recently
awarded an additional $300,000 to
Leasco Systems and Research Cor
poration for a study of the supply
of and demand for special educa
tors for the handicapped.
Interviews will be conducted with
students preparing to enter the
field, and with those who were or
are presently engaged in it. Per
sonnel motivation and quality will
be analyzed, as well
the effect
of Federal funds in reducing man
power shortages.

Supports EDP System

For Planning Centers
The National Institute of Men
tal Health, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare has
recently awarded a $161,500 con
tract to the Central Analytics Cor
poration, of New York, for devel
opment of an EDP system utilizing
its INFORMS software package.
The INFORMS package has al
ready been applied to the creation
September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969

New Software Guide
Lists All Services
An analysis of the software in
dustry, a description of available
software products and services, and
a directory of 50 companies offer
ing career opportunities in the EDP
field are all included in The Com
puter Industry Guide.

The 164-page book has recently
been published by Resource Pub
lications, Box 381, Princeton, N. J.
08540, a Gulf & Western company.
Hardcover, The Computer Industy
Guide sells for $9.95and softcover
for $6.95.

Management

Honors Five Books
Published in 1968
The Academy of Management
has awarded its highest honors to
five books published in 1968. The
books were judged to contribute
“significant insights, ideas, infor
mation or concepts to managers
with major policy responsibilities.”
Winning volumes are: Challenge
to Reason by C. West Churchman,
McGraw-Hill Book Company; The
Distribution of Authority in For
mal Organizations by G. W. Dal
ton, L. B. Barnes, and A. Zaleznik,
Division of Research, Harvard
Business School; Management and
Machiavelli by Anthony Jay, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston; The Ex
ceptional Executive: A Psychologi
cal Conception, by Harry Levin
son, Harvard University Press; and
Motivation and Organizational Cli
13

15
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mate, by G. H. Litwin and R. A.
Winn, dean of the Wharton School
“The books selected by the
Stringer, Jr., Division of Research,
of Finance and Commerce, Uni
Academy this year indicate the
Harvard Business School.
versity of Pennsylvania; Charles S.
growing concern of management
Hobbs, vice president of Broad
for a response to the prevailing
way-Hale Stores, Inc., San Fran
social climate
well
a con
Special factors weighed
cisco; Theodore O. Yntema, pro
siderable advance in the human re
fessor at Oakland University, Roch
Initial screening for the awards
sponsibilities of executives toward
was done by an advisory board of
ester, Mich.; and the late Ralph
their employees and their commu
35 professors of management and
McGill, at the time of his death
nities,” Dean Winn said upon an
business administration. The Board
publisher of The Atlanta Consti
nouncing the awards.
of Judges consisted of: Willis J.
tution.
The Academy is composed of
1100 educators and managers in
university and corporate life. The
authors were honored at special
ceremonies during the Academy’s
annual meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio
at the end of last month.

"I wanted my staff
to be updated...
with the latest in
accounting and
financial management...
best exposure I found
and Courses of

in the Seminars

If this is your problem you'll find basic and
advanced courses in NAA's 1969-1970 Series.
What is the Continuing Education Program?
Courses and seminars, based on 50years experience, fortop
and middle management, dealing with current problems in
management accounting and financial management.

Here are a few of the 30 CEP Courses and Seminars:
Sampling Techniques & Regression Analysis for Accounting & Auditing
Information ■ Effective Inventory Management-A Scientific Approach.
Communications & Report Writing ■ Flexible Budgeting & Performance
Reporting ■ Mathematics for Business Management ■
Data
Processing ■ Accounting for Foreign Operations.

Should you, your staff, participate in NAA's
Continuing Education Program?
PLEASE SEND THIS COUPON FOR THE CEP CATALOG.

National Association of Accountants
505 Park Avenue — Dept. MS
New York, N.Y.
NAME
ADDRESS

GE, IBM Announce
New Small Computers
Two new smaller computers have
been added to the General Elec
tric Company’s line of products.
The GE-105 RTS is a computer
designed to serve both as a remote
terminal unit for a larger system
and work as an independent ma
chine. It can communicate with all
computers in the GE-100, GE-400,
and GE-600 lines. The new system
can reduce the cost of central com
puter time and communication
lines.
The GE-120 is a new addition to
the GE-100 family. It is meant for
users of small-to-medium sized
computers. On a comparative scale
the GE-120 fits between the small
er, less sophisticated GE-115 and
the more powerful, higher priced
GE-130. New software available
with the GE-120 includes the Re
port Program Generator, GE-100
RPG, which, according to the man
ufacturer, makes the machine com
patible with competitive equip
ment. This enables users of com
petitive computers to employ the
GE-120 without reprograming.

IBM offers two versions
A new low-cost computer, System/3, has been designed for small
businesses by the International
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Vol. 6,
No. West
5, September-October
[whole issue] is patterned after
Business Machines : Management
Corporation. Services,
erland,
and
Germany. To 1969handprinting
human brain workings, company
The IBM System/3 utilizes a
arrive at comparative cost-of-liv
President Herman L. Philipson,
punched card only slightly larger
ing figures an international spend
Jr., explained. INPUT
correctly
than a standard credit card.
ing pattern was developed using
identifies characters written in
Besides the punched card sys
Paris as the base.
boxes on the document by noting
tem, the computer can also be or
Total remuneration for Swiss
the relationships of common char
dered with direct access disk stor
chief executives was found to be
acter features, such
curved
age. The card model rental prices
the highest among the countries
lines,
vertical
and
horizontal
lines,
begin at $945, and the disk ver
surveyed. In companies that fall
sharp
comers,
and
line
intersec
sion’s start at $1,325 a month.
in the thirty to fifty-million dollar
tions. Its handprinted “vocabu
The compact punched card used
sales range these men averaged
lary” consists of numbers one
in System/3 is one-third the size
$35,970 annually. Chief executives
through nine, letters C, S, T, X,
of a traditional 80-column card,
in all the surveyed countries but
and Z, and plus and minus signs.
but holds 20 per cent more infor
the United Kingdom earned sur
Ideally the characters should fill
mation. The computer is also com
prisingly close amounts: in France
pact, requiring only 150 square
the box assigned, but if not the
$34,100, Germany $33,250, Nether
feet of floor space.
newly developed reader electron
lands $32,300, Italy $32,100, and
Customer shipment will begin
ically converts them to standard
Belgium $31,840.
for the card system in the first
size, even if they are only a little
However, in the United King
quarter of 1970, and for the disk
larger than one-half the size of
dom the top man averages only
version in the third quarter of
the box.
$26,850. This cannot be accounted
1970.
INPUT 2 also cleans up images,
for by the U.K. Government’s
fills in weak strokes, ignores
freeze on incomes, significant in
smudges, and sharpens contrasts
1967, for salaries of top manage
on dirty backgrounds, says Recog
ment personnel in 1968 did climb
nition Equipment.
an average of 13 per cent.
French Executives Show
The gap between U.K. income
and that of other Europeans nar
Highest Salary Gain
rows when tax and retirement de
ductions are figured in, and again
in Europe in 1968
changes when the cost-of-living
factors are included.
top execu
Top management in France re
tive in the Netherlands may aver
ceived a larger net salary gain
age total remuneration of $32,300
from 1967 to 1968 than its counter
but after taxes and cost of living
parts in six other western Euro
factors are applied he receives
pean countries.
$18,230. With the same factors the
The 17th International Execu
U.K. executive then comes out
tive Compensation Report ists a
with $18,940.
net salary gain for French execu
tives of 14.7 per cent, as compared
Top performing computers
with a raise for similar executives
and unit record equipment can
cost less . . .
in the Netherlands of only 3.7 per
TLW has available IBM 360's
cent in the same period.
and 1401's, punched card
The report was compiled by the
equipment and peripherals —
Handwritten and Typed
Brussels office of the Executive
all under manufacturer's main
Compensation Service of the Amer
tenance agreements — and all
Data Read by New
at a fraction of the original
ican Management Association in
cost.
order to determine the latest top
Optical Scanning Unit
TLW—the "now generation"
management remuneration prac
of computer people—assuring
Both handprinted and typed or
tices.
you prompt delivery, product
printed information can be read
fit and performance.
by a new optical character recog
Eight positions surveyed
nition system developed by Rec
ognition Equipment Incorporated,
A survey of eight top manage
Dallas, Tex.
ment jobs in each of 477 com
It is called INPUT 2 because of
panies in seven countries was
its ability to read two types of
made. The countries studied were:
4 Executive Park East, N. E. P. O. Box 29763
data.
France, the United Kingdom, Italy,
Atlanta, Georgia 30329. Phone (404) 633-2579
The system’s interpretation of
Belgium, the Netherlands, Switz

The
"NOW GENERATION"

In
COMPUTER SAVINGS

September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969
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each containing many components
New Game Has Dual
made in batches, according to its
Will Be Outlined at
partisans.
Role; Can Be Used
The Turin International Centre
European Conference
As Screening Device
was established in 1965 by the In
ternational Labour Organisation.
Group technology, a new ap
The next time a ten-year-old
Its primary aim is to train key
proach to batch production of com
challenges
you to a game don’t be
personnel from developing coun
ponents, will be the subject of an
surprised if instead of playing tictries in advanced management and
international seminar to be held
tac-toe you are designing a flow
educational techniques. The Cen
at the Turin International Centre,
chart. COMPUT-A-TUTOR is a
tre’s board includes representa
Torino, Italy, from September 8
two-game kit designed by World
tives from thirteen governments,
to 13.
wide Computer Services Inc., to
the United Nations, and workers’
Industrialists, professors, and
introduce beginners to the funda
and employers’ organizations.
consultants from Czechoslovakia,
mentals of computer flow charting.
the Federal Republic of Germany,
Worldwide claims that in 15
France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, Tu
minutes an average-to-bright tennisia, the United Kingdom, the
Burroughs Shows System
year-old child can be taught the
United States, the U.S.S.R., and
introductory version of the game.
For Recording EDP
Yugoslavia are expected to attend.
The company’s tests with this game
The basic aim of group technol
show children can pick up basic
Output on Microfilm
ogy is to simplify the material flow
flow chart concepts faster than
system by grouping components
adults can. Then the manufacturer
A new electronic system which
into families with similar produc
suggests,
“This version is also an
can record computer output on
tion requirements, and then group
excellent
screening
device for pro
microfilm 40 times faster than a
ing machine tools so each family
grammer
trainee
applicants.
”
line printer can record the same
is produced by one machine group.
The
advanced
game
is
more
information has been introduced
competitive
and
is
intended
for
by the Burroughs Corporation.
adults
and
teenagers.
COMPUTThe BCOM, Burroughs Com
Costs cut radically
A-TUTOR—both games—sells for
puter Output-to-Microfilm, gener
One European valve manufac
and may be ordered from
ates records at up to 96,000 char
turing company that has employed
the manufacturer at 280 North
acters per second, as data is trans
group technology experienced these
Central Park Avenue, Hartsdale,
ferred from computer magnetic
benefits: sales increased 32 per
New York 10530.
tape.
cent; stocks were cut by 44 per
Hard copies of any information
cent; throughput time was reduced
desired can be made by a Bur
from twelve to four weeks; and
roughs electrostatic printer from
the backlog of overdue orders was
the BCOM record.
reduced from six weeks to less
Burbank Links All
than one.
Storage advantage cited
City Departments in
The company found that the
capital investment needed was re
Ray W. Macdonald, Burroughs
Computer Network
covered four times from the sav
president, pointed out the com
ings made in stock reduction alone.
pactness and portability of micro
Burbank, Calif., of television
Rather than using a ine layout,
filmed records offer storage ad
fame, is linking all its major city
plants that employ group technol
vantages. “These advantages are
departments with a computerized
ogy use a functional layout, in
particularly important for uses
network now being developed by
which machines are grouped ac
such
archival storage where
Lockheed Information Systems of
cording to function for batch
information is referred to infre
Sunnyvale, Calif., a part of Lock
production. Components are di
quently,” he said.
heed Missiles & Space Co.
vided into groups by one of four
Three different character sizes,
methods: by eye, by classification
and four different readers are
Utility billing first job
available.
of design features, by classification
Depending upon the degree of
of production features, and by pro
The first task of the Burbank
capability required by the cus
system will be to computerize the
duction flow analysis.
tomer purchase prices for BCOM
Group technology is best suited
billing of users of city-owned utili
systems range from $85,000 to
for a factory in which many end
ties. The next assignment will be
$125,000, and lease costs from
a land inventory. This project will
products are needed, each in com
$1,890 to $3,290 per month.
paratively small quantities and
eventually be the first multi-de

‘Group Technology’
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partmental operation of the sys
tem.
The land inventory will help the
daily operations of diverse city de
partments, aid in planning, and,
according to City Manager Joseph
Baker, enable the city to analyze
its problems in new dynamic ways.
“For example,” Mr. Baker said,
“we can correlate the number
juvenile crimes in a certain area
with the availability of recreational
facilities in that area. Or we can
look at concentrations of traffic ac
cidents in terms of physical layout
of the streets. . . . Obviously, this
can be instrumental in solving or
preventing problems in showing
us how and where tax dollars
should be spent.”
The project is presently sup
ported by a $400,000 allocation
from the Burbank City Council.
Information stored in a computer can be translated into graphic terms almost
However, City Manager Baker
instantly by Kollsman Instrument's Delphic II Data Display System. This chart,
said he hopes that in the future
produced in color from computer storage, shows municipal bond purchases of
one bank in comparison with other institutions.
the Federal Government will find
the program important enough to
support, and will use Burbank as
conglomerate, is ADS’s financial
Payroll System
a model for other cities.
partner.
Also Give Personnel
Dr. Stanley I. Buchin, formerly
an associate professor at Harvard,
Reports, Labor Data
is the firm’s president. Other top
ADS men are Dr. Paul A. Vatter
Can
New Firm Formed
Total payroll, personnel report
and Dr. John E. Bishop, Harvard
ing, and labor distribution capa
professors, and Harvey N. Shycon,
Bridge Gap Between
bility for single-plant or multi
formerly with Booz, Allen and
division companies can all be com
Education, Consulting
Hamilton.
puted with the Corporate Payroll
System now being introduced by
A new firm which aims to “bridge
Information Systems Leasing Cor
the gap between management edu
poration,
of Jenkintown, Pa., the
cation and management consulting”
Programs
to
Weigh
company
claims.
is being headed by three former
CORPAYS
is a modular, general
Harvard professors and a past vice
Budget Alternatives
purpose payroll system which can
president of Booz, Allen and Ham
produce hourly, salary, commis
Offered
Computer
ilton.
sion, and incentive payrolls on
Applied Decision Systems, Inc.,
A program designed to analyze
a weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly,
of Cambridge, Mass. offers to solve
budget decision alternatives has
or monthly basis. It will compute
its customers’ managerial problems
been developed by Economatics,
Federal, state, and municipal taxes,
and then provide the training to
of Pasadena, Calif.
multi-rate commission structures,
keep them solved and to update
PACER (Planning and Control
and other similar calculations.
the resulting systems.
ling Expected Revenues) assesses
CORPAYS is also said to provide
the profitability of each product
a complete set of reports, includ
Grace & Co. financial partner
line, facility, and department with
ing verification reports and payroll
in a company. The new program,
The new
has absorbed the
information.
the manufacturers say, can evaluate
The CORPAYS package can be
Management Science Center of
desired strategies based upon such
used on any third generation com
Sterling Institute, with its personnel
activities as production levels, in
and library of seminar programs.
puter with a minimum of 32K core
W. R. Grace and Company, the
ventory levels, and expected sales.
memory.
September-October,
Published
by eGrove, 19691969
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If you have
a billion dollars to invest
buy into Megalopolis

America's life insurance companies did
Through the Institute of Life Insurance, they have
pledged to invest one billion dollars for housing and
jobs in slum areas, the rotting core of Megalopolis. On
completion of the first billion they announced a pledge
of a second billion.

They realize their future depends on the future of our
cities. They are helping to secure their companies
future by helping out with the future of others.
Many other companies are doing the same. So can you

There's no profit in poverty.
advertising contributed for the public good

For a new, detailed report on how companies and industries like your own—small
companies as well as big companies—small industries, big industries—have turned
problems into opportunities, send for
booklet, “Solving
Crisis in Our
Cities,’’ Report No. 2. Write: American Business Press,
Dept. C., 205 E. 42nd
Street, New York, New York 10017

Name.
Firm

City
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Is it better to buy or lease the equipment needed in
business? The answer will depend on a number of
related factors, each of which can vary with the in
dividual company. Here’s a guide—the eight criteria
used in one company—

A LEASE-OR-PURCHASE DECISION MODEL
FOR THE XYZ CORPORATION
by Jack R. Charrin
Continental Oil Company

the managers of a
Unfortunately, such discussions
are applicable to specific corporate
business decide to acquire
decisions only in a general way.
new equipment, they must decide
Even for a particular company, it
whether it is better to buy the
is
impossible to state flatly that
equipment or to lease it from
a

leasing is to be preferred to bor
leasing company. The decision is a
rowing—or vice versa. Each ac
choice among financing methods
quisition must be considered on its
since equipment is seldom pur
own merits, in the light of criteria
chased outright out of working
pertinent
at that time, every time
capital.
the
need
for
decision arises.
Leasing, in general, has both ad
vantages and disadvantages as
This article presents—in the form
of an actual case study—a demon
compared to older and more con
ventional methods of financing
stration of the type of analysis that
equipment acquisitions such as
is required. It evaluates leasing
bank loans. These pros and cons
versus purchasing on the basis of
have been widely discussed.
eight criteria deemed significant to

W

September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969

the particular company being anal
yzed: the effect of each alternative
on its working capital position, bal
ance sheet, income statement, bank
credit, debt restrictions, tax lia
bility, equipment profitability, and
costs.
The model used for the study
was an actual company, and all
data, including the data furnished
for the lease-purchase comparison,
were actual data.
A similar analysis could be pre
pared for any lease-or-purchase de
cision. The data would vary among
companies, and so might the choice
some of the criteria and/or the
19
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TABLE
I
Financial Statement Summary
(in thousands of $)

FISC A _ YEAR ENDS

ADDRESS

NAME

STATEMENT
Date of Statement:

12/31/61

Uncertified — Certified:

Certified Certifie

Current Assets

12/31

HOUSTON, TEXAS

XYZ CORPORATION

SUMMARY

12/31/62 12/31/63

Certifie

12/31/64

Certified

12/31/65 12/31/66

Certifi

Certifi d

$5,781.1 $4,824.4

$4,267.2

$4,967.4

$5,194.0

$4,825.4

Current Liabilities

2,312.6

2,936.5

2,876.8

3,298.6

4,739.1

4,564.1

Working Capital

1,954.6

2,032.9

2,317.2

1,526.8

l,042.C

260.3

1.8

1.7

1.8

1.5

1.2

1.1

3,657.4

3,540.3

3,327.1

4,488.6

5,375.7

5,362.7

Current Ratio

Non Current Assets

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

-0-

Total Debt

2,312.6

2,936.5

2,876.8

3,298.6

4,739.1

4,564.1

Deferred Income

5,612.0

5,573.2

5,644.3

6,015.4

6,417.7

5,623.0

-

-

-

Non Current Liabilities

-

Total Worth

-

-

Contingent Liabilities

OPERATING
data below

Period

12 months 12 months 12 months

Revenues

Net SXXs for above period

11,183.4

Net Profit Before Depreciation &
Depreciation

1,248.5

1,783.2

(Loss)

Dividends Paid or Withdrawals

367.7
-

Adjustments

Net to Surplus for Period
ANALYZED BY (Initials

367.7

12 months

12 month

12 month

11,278.8 $11,264.9 $11,755.3 $12,503.7 $12,534.7

1,459.2

(1,215.6) (1,348.4) (1,254.4)
4) 61.2
( 133.7)
( 199.9)

Tax

Net Profit

SUMMARY

(

38.7)

71.1
-

-

-

-

71.1

(1,068.9:

636.1

1,443.7

1,648.3

(1,214.1 )(1,190.7)

(

122.9) )(

135.7)

106.7 (
381.5
1)(
3) (10.4) 2)
295.5

690.3)

(

197.9)

371.1

402.2

104.4)

-

Date)

EXPLANATIONS:

1)

Deferred Tax Accounting on Inter-Company profit

2)

Non-recurring income

3)

4)
Source:

Foreign Exchange loss
Refund
XYZ CORPORATION Financial Statements 1961-1966
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TABLE II
Lease-Versus-Purchase Working Capital Gain
1

3
Freed Working
Capital Plus
Cumulative
Earnings

Year

Purchase
Net Cash
Out

Lease
Net
Out

1

$191,915

$ 64,512

$127,403

2

183,750

64,512

119,238
133,773

4

5

6

7

8

10% Return on
Column 3 Totals

Tax at 50%
of Column 4

Cumulative
Lease Gain
(3 + 5)

10% Present
Value Factor

Present
Value of
Cash Inflows

12,740

6,370

$133,773

.909

$121,600

25,301

12,650

265,661

.826

219,436

39,307

19,654

412,720

.751

309,953

36,314

18,157

381,293

.683

260,423

33,171

16,586

348,295

.621

216,291

298,711

29,871

14,936

313,647

.564

176,897

$298,711

$176,704

$88,353

$313,647

253,011

3

191,917

64,512

127,405
265,661
393,066

( 49,584)

64,512

( 49,584)
412,720

363,136
5

( 49,584)

6

( 49,584)

64,512

( 49,584)
381,293
331,709

$418,830

64,512

$387,072

49,584)
348,295

$176,897

Explanations:
Column 6. XYZ will gain $313,647 in working capital at end of lease period.
Column 7. Present value factor is XYZ's investment opportunity rate.
Column
Present value worth of working capital gain is $176,897.
Sources: See Table VI

weight attached to each of them.
The method presented here, how
ever, is believed to be generally
applicable.

The problem
XYZ Corporation faces a leaseor-purchase financing decision
within the next three months. The

decision to acquire the new equip
ment has been made. Competition
and expanding geographical opera
tions make the acquisition neces
sary. XYZ Corporation desires to
analyze the present situation in
light of the corporate needs over

JACK R. CHARRIN is as
sistant division treasury
manager for Continental
Oil Company in Salt
Lake City. Before assum
ing his present position
he served as an assist
ant district credit man
ager for C.l.T. Corpo
ration. Mr. Charrin is
business administration graduate of the Uni
versity of Houston and received his MBA
degree there in 1968.

“

2
September-October,
Published
by eGrove, 1969 1969

the next three- to five-year period.
The financing decision involves
$700,000 worth of income-produc
ing capital equipment. Two alter
natives are possible. XYZ Corpora
tion can either purchase the equip
ment through a three-year bank
loan or lease it for six years from
a leasing company.

Definitions
The terms used in the study are
defined as follows:
Financial lease—A contract under
which the lessee agrees to make a
series of payments to the lessor
which, in total, exceed the pur
chase price of the asset acquired.1
Operating lease—All other leas
ing contracts, and those typically
cancellable by the lessee upon giv
ing due notice of cancellation to
the lessor.2
1 R. F. Vancil, “Lease or Borrow—New
Method of Analysis,” Harvard Business
Review, September-October, 1961.
2 Ibid.

Lessee—The renter of the equip
ment, i.e., XYZ Corporation.
Lessor—The organization that
holds title to the leased equipment
and that invoices the user (lessee)
for the rental.3
Income-producing equipment—
Equipment that produces a pro
duct or renders a service which
provides revenue to the owner or
user.
Equipment—In this case it is
specialized oil-well-servicing equip
ment. There are seven units costing
$100,000 each, for a total cost of
$700,000.
Present Value—The maximum
amount a firm could pay for the
opportunity of making the invest
ment without being financially
worse off,4 or, the value today of
money due at a future time.
Eight criteria have been selected
3 F. K. Griesinger, Pros and Cons of
Leasing Equipment,” Harvard Business
Review, January-February, 1954.
4 R. W. Johnson, Financial Management,
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1965,
p. 189.
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chase are limited to depreciation
and interest expenses.
Table II on page 21 compares
the effects of purchase and lease
on working capital for XYZ Cor
poration. By leasing the equip
ment, the company gains $313,647
in working capital at the end of
the six-year period. A present value
factor is applied to the cumulative
lease gain in Table II, Column 6,
relating these figures to the present
worth of future dollars.
The figure at the left shows the
working capital advantage of leas
ing before and after application of
the present value factor. There is
a rapid rise in the first three years
followed by a decline in the last
three years. This is primarily the
result of higher purchase payments
over a relatively short term com
pared to the lease rentals. The fact
that lease rentals are fully deduct
ible and purchase payments are not
contributes to the rapid working
capital gain. The decline results
from the depreciation charge in
the last three years. Lease rentals
continue while purchase payments
stop. This causes the lease gain in
working capital to decline.
The net effect, however, is a
freeing of additional working ca
pital over the six-year period.
Working Capital Movement Over Six-Year Period
Working capital means just that;
(Based on Data from Columns 6 and 8, Table II)
it must be kept working to justify
the additional leasing cost. It is
assumed that the company will in
as pertinent. These criteria are
XYZ Corporation shows a need
vest
the additional working capital
generally applicable to any leasefor working capital,
indicated
in
profitable
projects returning a
or-purchase decision. However,
from the analysis in Table I on
minimum
10
per
cent before taxes.
modifications would have to be
page 20. Working capital has de
This
return
is
measured
by divid
made to adapt the model to in
creased from $2,317,200 in 1963 to
ing
net
profit
after
taxes
and de
dividual needs. For example, the
$260,300 in 1966. Working capital
preciation
by
working
capital.
method of depreciation may vary,
provides funds for investment proj
Table
I
provided
the
two
figures
the interest rate may change, and
ects important to the company.
for the years 1961 through 1966.
the lease rate may fluctuate. How
XYZ Corporation has an active re
ever, the approach described here
search program, which requires
can be adapted to adjust to these
large sums each year.
Balance sheet effects
changing factors.
Leasing has the advantage of
providing increased working capi
The appropriate treatment of
tal, especially in the first few years.
leases on the balance sheet has
Working capital
This additional working capital
been debated by financial institu
Maintaining adequate working
may be invested in profitable proj
tions that seek credit information
capital is important to most com
ects. The lease provides this work
and accountants who prepare fi
panies. Working capital is defined
ing capital advantage because the
nancial statements. C. R. Reed
as the funds available after meet
rentals are fully deductible as ex
summarizes the results as follows:
ing all current obligations (liabili
penses while purchase payments
“Despite sincere attempts to
ties) during the course of a year.
are not. Tax deductions on a pur
achieve uniformity by accountants,
22
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Table III

FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS
FISCAL YEAR ENDS

NAME

12/31

Houston, Texas

XYZ CORPORATION
Date of Statement:
Uncertified — Certified:
Cash on Hand and in Bank
Notes Receivable

Receivable
Reserve for Credit Losses (Red)
Inventory

Other Receivables
Contract Receivables

12/31/61
Cert.
$ 366.9

12/31/62
Cert.
$ 428.1

12/31/63
Cert..
$ 675.8

2,402.8

2,628.6

2,597.4

1,396.3
101.2

—

1,639.6
273.1
-

1,695.2
225.6
-

$4,267.1

$4,969.4

$5,194.0

12/31/64 12/31/65
Cert.
Cert.
$ 459.9 $ 432.5

12/31/66
Uncert.
$ 310.2

2,145.0

2,086.0

2,246.1

1,860.5
360.0
-

1,906.5
702.0
654.1

1,862.3
405.8

$4,825.4 $5,781.1

$4,824.4

Cash Sur. Value Life Ins.

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
Land and Buildings

and

))

Machinery & Equipment, Furniture & Fixtures )

Reserve for Depreciation (Red)

$8,144.4 $8,807.1 $9,072.9 $30,633.4$ 12,156.4 $12,469.8
(7,289.4
(4,643.7) (5,428.3) (5,949.1) (6,494.1) (7,200.6)

Deferred and Prepaid Expenses
Due from Officers
Employees
Reserve & Holdback with Finance Co.

$7,924.6

TOTAL ASSETS
Notes Payable to Bank (Secured)
Notes Payable to Bank (Unsecured)

$8,509.7

$8,521.1

$9,314.0$ 11,156.8

$10,187.1

-

-

700.0
651.1

1,405.0
437.1

1,405.0
507.2

492.6
131.6
230.7

529.6
33.6
422.4

533.8
99.2
220.5

463.3
161.1
101.1

548.3
69.1
-

515.8
27.5

106.6

108.8

111.1

156.0
50.5

158.8
173.1

165.2
59.8

$2,312.6

$2,936.5

$2,876.8

$3,298.6 $4,739.1

$4,564.1

560.0
500.0

560.0
500.0

560.0
500.0

560.0
500.0

560.0
500.0

56U.U

4,552.0

4,513.2

4,584.3

4,955.4

5,357.7

4,563.0

$7,924.6

$8,509.7

-

-

-

267.6

Payable, Merchandise

Notes Payable — Others
Payable
Trade
Due to Officers
Employees

Accrued Expenses
Taxes Due
Reserve

Taxes

Accounts Payable - Other
Minority Interest in
Subsidiaries
Deferred Taxes

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

1,850.0 3,000.0
789.8
516.6

2,720.0
502.5

305.7

Real Estate Mortgages — When Due?

Deferred Income
Capital Stock — Preferred
Capital Stock — Common
Individual or Partnership Investment
Earned Surplus

500.0

Capital Surplus
Treasury Stock (Red)
Intangibles (Red)

TOTAL LIABILITIES & WORTH
Explanations:

Source:

XYZ

$8521.1

$9,314.0 $11,156.8

$10,187.1

Corporation Financial Statements 1961 through 19bb
-

September-October,
Published
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bankers, and others, the situation
remains unclear, with capitaliza
tion of the leased asset at one ex
treme, complete omission of it at
TABLE IV
the other, and footnotes of various
Effect of Financing on Balance Sheet
kinds somewhere in between.”5
Before and After
(no change):
This article does not attempt to
4,564,100
Debt
Current Assets
4,824,400
offer a solution to that problem.
5,623,000
Fixed Assets
5.362,700
Equity
Under XYZ’s present method of
$10,187,100
Total Assets
$10,187,100
Total
treatment of lease obligations, the
After Purchase:
company’s balance sheet will re
$ 5,264,100
4,824,400
Debt
Current Assets
flect a more favorable debt to
5,623,000
Equity
$ 6,062,700
Fixed Assets
equity ratio if it chooses to lease.
$10,887,100
Total Assets
$10,887,100
Total
XYZ’s 1966 year-end balance sheet,
for example (shown in Table III
on page 23), would reflect the re
sults shown in Table IV at the left
before and after $700,000 equip
ment financing.
The lease does not affect the
TABLE V
company
’s balance sheet. The bal
Comparison of Deductible Expenses
ance sheet would contain a foot
Deductible Expenses
Year 1-2
Year 3-6
note describing the lease obliga
Interest
81,667
$ 16,333
tion. The company’s debt to equity
Depreciation
198,334
396,668
ratio remains at .8:1 when leas
Totals
$280,001
$413,001
ing while the ratio changes to
almost
when purchasing. A
LEASE
creditor may or may not take
Rentals

$258,048

$5’6.096

5 C. R. Reed, Leasing and Its Effect on
Financial Statements,” Bulletin of the
Robert Morris Associates, April, 1966.

TABLE VI

Lease-or-Purchase Comparative Analysis
EQUIPMENT COST—$700,000

PURCHASE
2

3

Principal
Payments

Interest

Gross
Depre
ciation

Invest
ment
Credit

233,333
233,333
233,334

49,000
32,667
16,333

99,167
99,167
99,167
99,167
99,167
99,167

700,000

98,000

595,002

1

Year

1
2
3
4
5

LEASE

5
Tax
Saving
50% of
+

6
Net Cash
Out
[(1 +2)(4 + 5)]

Cumula
tive
Cash Out

16,334
16,333

74,084
65,917
57,750
49,584
49,584
49,584

191,915
183,750
191,917
( 49,584)
( 49,584)
( 49,584)

191,915
375,665
567,582
517,998
468,414
418,830

32,667

346,503

418,830

418,830

7

8

10

11

Rentals

9
Tax
Saving
50% of
Rentals

Net
Cash Out
(8-9)

Cumula
tive
Cash Out

129,024
129,024
129,024
129,024
129,024
129,024

64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512

64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512
64,512

64,512
129,024
193,536
258,048
322,560
387,072

774,144

387,072

387.072

387,072

Explanations:

Column 2.
Column 3.
Column 4.
Column
Column 6.
Column 10.

Interest for each year is due annually on remaining loan balance at 7% per year.
Six-year straight line depreciation
used. Salvage value
or $105,000.
Two-thirds of $700,000 at 7% spread equally over two years
50% of interest and depreciation will be recovered through tax deduction. 50% rate taken as average corporate tax rate.
To Table II, Column 1
Table II, Column 2

Bank Rate is an effective rate of 7%.

Lease company rate
$15.36 per $1,000 per month or $129,024 per year, for six years, all inclusive charge. Factors such as equipment
residual value, money cost, depreciation method, lease term, and investment credit are used in
formula to return
minimum 2% on
average earning asset.
Rates used are estimated and are subject to change under various economic conditions.
Sources: Bank X, XYZ Corporation, and ABC Leasing Company.
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the lease obligation into account.
TABLE VII
At first glance the balance sheet
presents a more favorable debt to
XYZ Corporation's Economic Justification for Capital Expenditure
equity ratio. However, it should
$700,000
Estimated Equipment Cost
be recognized that this particular
advantage may be temporary and
Annual Sales:
somewhat misleading. The com
$240,000
2—Offshore logging units
900,000
5—Land logging units
pany may or may not want to capi
$1,140,000
Total Annual Sales
talize a lease obligation.
Annual Operating Cost:

Income statement effects
The company should consider
the effect of both leasing and pur
chasing on the income statement.
If the lease period is too short,
operating expenses will be over
stated; if it is too long, they will be
understated. In this particular case,
the lease period corresponds to the
depreciable life of the equipment;
therefore, the operating expenses
are neither overstated nor under
stated. However, because deduct
ible expenses under leasing will be
less than deductible expenses un
der purchasing during the first two
years of the six-year period, the
before-tax earnings will be less
under the purchase than under the
lease. During the remaining fouryear period, deductible expenses
will be greater and before-tax earn
ings will be less under the lease
than under the purchase. Table V
on page 24 illustrates these points.
(The figures are taken from Table
VI, which appears on page 24.)
During the first two years, earn
ings will be $21,953 less under the
purchase. During the next four
years, earnings will be $103,095
less under the lease. The six-year
period will result in $81,142 less
earnings under the lease.

Bank credit line
XYZ Corporation can use the
lease as a credit expansion tool.
Through leasing rather than pur
chasing, the company keeps its
present bank credit line free for
possible future loans. A $700,000
loan would seriously draw down
any available credit line.
Therefore, leasing the equip
ment, by maintaining the com
pany’s borrowing capacity with the
September-October,
Published
by eGrove, 1969 1969



2—Offshore logging units
5—Land logging units
Total Operating Cost

Gross Operating Profit

$210,000
690,000

$

900,000

$ 240,000

15,000

Selling and Administrative Expense

225,000

Annual Profit before Taxes

90,000

Estimated Taxes 40%

135,000

Annual Profit after Taxes

116,000

Annual Depreciation

Annual Payout Amount—Cash Flow

$ 251,000

Payout Period from Approximately 1/1/67

2.9 years

Return on Investment

19%

Source: XYZ Corporation

bank, would have a beneficial ef
fect on its credit line.

Debt restrictions
A company may be prevented
from assuming additional long
term debt by loan covenants. Leas
ing under the conditions of this
case would not place restrictions
on the company’s need to assume
additional debt. Based on the past
history and overall financial condi
tion of XYZ Corporation, the terms
of the lease would allow manage
ment to exercise its own judgment
in assumption of additional debt.
Under its present debt structure,
however, XYZ is restricted from
taking on additional debt. There
are no restrictions against leasing
equipment. Therefore, leasing of
fers a flexible means of financing
the equipment.
To the extent that lease rentals
are fully tax-deductible as operating
expenses while only depreciation
and interest are deductible under
the purchase method, leasing offers
an advantage. From Table VI, Col
umns 5 and 9, a comparison of tax
savings between leasing and pur
chasing indicates that leasing saves
$40,569. This saving results be
cause the amount of the rentals is

higher than the total of deprecia
tion plus interest. If the six-year
lease period were shorter than the
depreciable life of the equipment,
a faster equipment write-off would
be possible, which would defer
taxes. But in this particular case,
both the lease period and depre
ciable life are the same; therefore,
that possible tax advantage does
not

Equipment profitability
As is shown in Table VII on
this page, the equipment will net
$135,000 annual profit after taxes.
A return of 19 per cent on invest
ment is projected. The figures are
based on the historical earning
capacity of the equipment.
Whether the company leases or
purchases the equipment, the net
profit of $135,000 will be earned,
assuming that the current eco
nomic situation continues for the
foreseeable future. Therefore, the
company must decide whether the
equipment creates profits because
of its ownership or because of its
use. If the company decides that
profits lie in use, the lease should
be considered a possible alterna
tive to the more traditional pur
chase. The relatively high rate of
2527
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return of $135,000 net after taxes
bank financing, but profits on the
compared to the $64,512 net after
freed capital offset the higher cost.
tax rental indicates that leasing
5. The income statement leasing
would offer an attractive financing
effects are unfavorable from an
alternative.
earnings standpoint, but the bal
ance sheet leasing effects are favor
able.
Cost
6. Debt restrictions, tax advan
tages, bank credit line effects, and
In any lease-versus-purchase
equipment profitability criteria are
comparison, the area of cost is an
important considerations.
important consideration. As a gen
It is recommended, therefore,
eral statement, it can be said that
that XYZ Corporation should con
leasing is more expensive than pur
sider leasing as a method of financ
chasing when all factors are con
ing
the $700,000 equipment cost.
sidered. However, in spite of leas
The
evidence in this case in
ing’s higher dollar cost, the profits
dicates
that leasing the equipment
generated on freed working capital
from
a
leasing
company offers de
often outweigh the additional cost.
As a general statement, it
finite
advantages
over financing the
From Table VI, Column 8, XYZ
purchase
of
the
equipment
through
Corporation would pay $74,144 in
can be said that leasing
a
bank
loan.
This
is
not
necessarily
finance charges through leasing.
the case for other companies or for
is more expensive than
Added to this figure is the esti
other decisions of XYZ. It must be
mated equipment residual value
purchasing when all factors
emphasized that these findings are
which XYZ gives up. The residual
based on evidence collected under
value
of
the
type
of
equipment
are considered. However, in
particular business conditions and
involved is difficult to estimate
analyzed from a particular com
spite of leasing’ higher
because of its specialized nature
pany’s financial data. While the
and limited marketability. How
dollar cost, the profits
company is similar to many others,
ever, an approximate value at the
certain peculiarities and variables
end
of
the
six-year
lease
would
be
generated on freed working
exist for each company. For ex
20 per cent, or $140,000. The total
ample, the interest or leasing rate,
capital often outweigh the
dollar leasing cost is estimated at
i.e., money cost, varies according
$214,144 ($140,000 + $74,144),
additional cost. Thus, in the
to the economic conditions and
compared to $98,000 in interest
credit standing of the borrower.
charges for purchasing (Table VI,
case of the XYZ company,
However,
the approach of this
Column 2). However, this $116,144
study
can
be
adopted to take these
which could use additional
higher leasing cost difference is
variables
into
account.
offset by the earnings on freed
working capital for
The
decision
model presented in
working capital totaling $176,704
this
article
and
the eight criteria
(Table II, Column 4). While the
profitable investments,
on
which
it
is
based
should con
figures are estimates, they are re
tribute
toward
a
better
understand
leasing was recommended.
alistic enough to support the com
ing
and
awareness
of
the factors
parative analysis.
involved in a lease-or-purchase de
cision. The model attempts to pre
Conclusions
sent significant criteria in an easy-to-apply
approach. XYZ Corpora
These significant conclusions for
tion
provided
an actual situation to
XYZ can be drawn from this anal
which
the
decision
model could be
ysis:
applied.
The
model
can be adapted
1. The lease provides working
to
meet
an
individual
company’s
capital advantages for XYZ Cor
needs.
It
must
be
re-emphasized
poration.
that any company considering a
2. XYZ Corporation can use the
lease-or-purchase
decision must an
additional working capital for pro
alyze
its
individual
needs in light
fitable alternative investments.
of
the
criteria
presented.
No gen
3. The lease cash flow is superior
eralization can be made
to
to the purchase cash flow.
whether lease or purchase is a bet
4. The actual financing cost of
ter financing method.
the lease is higher than the cost of
26
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The single information flow system—as compared
with the total systems approach—depends on all data
being located in one integrated file to meet all de
mands. Here's a study of how it might work in a
hospital to meet a wide variety of demands—

A SINGLE INFORMATION FLOW SYSTEM
FOR HOSPITAL DATA PROCESSING
by Belverd Needles, Jr.
Texas Technological College

coordinated system. The object
processing special
would be to create a complete
ists believe that the single
information pool—rather than spe
information flow approach to EDP
cialized pools—from which man
will be the method of the future.1
agement could retrieve desired
Under this approach parallel data
information economically.
processing systems arranged in se
This article reports the results of
ries would be replaced by a single
a study2 of the applicability of the
single information flow concept to
1 For example, see A. L. Baumann, Jr.,
hospitals—specifically to short-term
“
Information Flow Philosophy,
general hospitals. In order to see
any data

M

Data Processing Year Book, American
Data Processing Inc., Detroit, 1963;
 ’s Role in
H. B. Joplin, The Accountant
Management Information Systems, Jour
nal of Accountancy, March, 1966; A. F.
Moravec, “Basic Concepts for Planning
Advanced EDP Systems,” Management
Services, May-June, 1965; and Richard
E. Sprague, Electronic Business Systems,
Ronald Press, New York, 1962.

1969
PublishedSeptember-October,
by eGrove, 1969


”

2 The author is indebted to the American
Hospital Association, Chicago, Illinois,
for the financial support of the study
which this article
based. However,
the conclusions are the author’s own and
do not represent actual or implied po
sitions of the American Hospital Asso
ciation.

whether a general hospital infor
mation system could be designed
on this basis, the author, first, de
veloped criteria and information
requirements for a single informa
tion flow system; second, analyzed
each function of a short-term gen
eral hospital on the basis of these
criteria; and, third, conducted in
tensive studies of two medium
size to large hospitals, interview
ing the people representing each
function in depth.
The overall conclusion of the
study was that the single informa
tion flow concept can be applied
to hospitals—with certain modifica
tions. The general hospital infor
mation system developed as a re
27
29
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suit of the study utilizes a single
integrated data store for the sys
EXHIBIT I
tem as a whole. Not all input to
Requirements of the Basic Elements
and output from the system needs
Under the Single Information Flow Concept
to be on line, however. On line in
STORAGE
put and output are desirable for
Must be integrated and
the portion of the system that
random access
deals directly with patient billing
Must allow for the various
records. Certain other functions,
types of inquiries
Must be adaptable
such as payroll and purchasing,
can be handled by supporting sys
tems since it was found that in
PROCESSING
Must relate data to data by
these areas the cost of on line
selective information
communication and processing was
retrieval
not justified by timeliness require
Must control the system
ments.
The model hospital information
OUTPUT
INPUT
system that resulted from this
satisfy objectives
Must use most basic form
study is described in detail in this
Must be made up of some
of data
article.
combination of
fundamental or
essential data

Single information
The single information flow con
cept of data processing contrasts
sharply with the older total sys
tems approach. In the total systems
approach the final goal is the ap
plication of automated data proc
essing to a conventional account
ing system; that is, major func
tions such as payroll, inventory
control, trial balance preparation,
and production control are treated
subsystems with separate data
files and scheduling.3
In a single information flow sys
tem all information essential to the
conduct of the business would be
part of a single, completely inter
dependent information flow. The
shift in thinking of data processing
systems designers from the total
systems approach to the single in
formation flow concept represents
a trend “from the mechanization
of mere data handling towards a
complete integration of all major
information systems within a com
pany into a single operating sys
tem.”4
The goal is to enter a single
3 For a more thorough discussion of the
characteristics and merits of the two ap
proaches see Moravec, op. cit.
4 L. G. Ifft, “Integration of Data Proc
essing and Its Impact on Accounting,”
Management Accounting, September,
1962, p. 19.

piece of information into the data
processing system only once in its
history; from then on it is avail
able to serve all requirements until
its usefulness is exhausted.5 The
key to this type of system is a
basic understanding of how infor
mation is going to be used. In
formation should be stored in such
a way that the relevant—and only
the relevant—data can be retrieved
in a timely manner when needed.

Distinction between approaches
Success in the single informa
tion flow approach requires under
standing and acceptance of the
basic conceptual difference be
tween it and the total systems ap
proach. This basic difference lies
in the relationships among the
data in the files. In the total sys
tems approach the files are inde
pendent. In the single information
flow approach, however, all data
in all “files” are so interdependent
that separate files do not exist.
There is a single large integrated
file.
Because of this interdependency
of all data, the system must pro
vide for selective information re5 Moravec, op. cit., p. 53.
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trieval. It must include random
access storage for efficient re
trieval of any necessary combina
tion of data. In the total systems
approach data in each file are
originally arranged in the way that
will facilitate preparation of the
reports required for each function.
In the single information flow ap
proach the same piece of data may
be related to several completely
different sets of data in different
ways. The system must satisfy
these different requirements while
preserving the integrity of the data.
The requirements of the various
elements of the single information
flow system—output, input, proc
essing, and storage—are presented
in Exhibit 1 above.

Output requirements
Every system is designed for a
purpose. The starting place for the
design of a system, therefore, is a
statement of the objectives or goals
of the system. The output of the
system should aid in meeting these
objectives. Several basic questions
must be answered in the design of
any system: What information do
the various members of the or
ganization need? Why do they
need this information? How do
Management Services
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they expect to use the informa
Basically, the data processing
these steps have been completed
tion?
the system designer will have suf
function relates pieces of data
ficient information for developing
There is a constraint that limits
each other with the goal of pro
the absolute amount of data that
a data file and for designing a
ducing the desired output. The
general system that will generate
can be entered into a single in
data must be integrated in such a
formation How system: The system
data for entry into the file.
way that an efficient way of ad
should accept and process only
Included in the system developed
dressing and retrieving data can
fundamental data which are nec
in this study as output require
be established. Through this proc
essary for the operation of the or
ments for the typical hospital were
ess of relating pieces of data to
ganization. Secondary data desired
individual insurance reports, Medi
each other, the processing function
by some department must be proc
relates input to output, source to
care cost reports, other insurance
essed off line. This limit on the
reports such as those for Blue
use.
amount of data that can enter the
Cross and commercial insurance,
system also places a limit on the
internal reports, financial state
Processing and storage
output. Thus, it is necessary to
ments, budgeting requirements,
have some criteria for determining
and medical records. Also includ
In order to accomplish its ob
which of the possible outputs re
ed in the study were the hospital
jective, the processing function
lated to a certain objective are
data sharing plans of Hospital Ad
must have control over
system.
actually essential. The choice of
ministrative
Services, Cost Alloca
Proper controls, including ade
outputs, in turn, will determine the
tion
Program,
and Professional Ac
quate software, ensure that infor
fundamental inputs necessary to
tivity Study.6
mation is delivered when needed
produce those outputs.
in the horizontal distribution to
the various departments and that
Output characteristics
effective feedback is accomplished
Input
Five categories of characteris
by filtered vertical distribution of
tics
were considered in examining
The basic requirement in plan
information by exception reports
these
reports and their data re
ning the input for the system is
to the proper levels of manage
quirements.
First, the reasons for
that the data must enter the sys
ment. The system should be adapt
the
output
were considered. In
tem in their most basic form. This
able to changes in conditions that
most
cases,
in
this study, the ob
is important in determining the
affect information needs.
jectives
of
the
output were deter
sources of the data and in permit
In the actual integrating of the
mined
by
the
authority
requesting
ting the use of these data in all
essential data the system designer
it.
Second,
the
nature
and
special
ways desired. For instance, the
must recognize the needs of the
characteristics
of
the
output
were
average length of a patient’s stay
processing function. He also must
considered.
This
category
includes
in the hospital would not be en
take into account the interrelation
all characteristics not specifically
tered directly into the system be
ships of the data and the various
covered
in the other categories.
cause
components, number of
types of situations in which they
Examples
are the form of presen
patient days and number of in
might be retrieved, such as for
tation
required
for the output, the
patient discharges, are also used
routine reports, specific inquiries,
relationships
among
a particular
in the computation of other indi
reaction or control reports, and
output and other outputs, and an
cators such
gross patient rev
solving of special problems. In
indication of how long and in what
enue and operating expenses per
setting up the file organization he
form
the data should be held.
patient day. In addition, these
must consider the need for future
Third,
the response times need
component items may be needed
expansion of the data store, the
ed
by
various
functions were stud
for still other reports without being
need for remembering or forget
ied.
Response
time is the time a
combined with other measures.
ting of data, the need for updat
system
takes
to
respond to a given
ing of certain accounts, and the
inquiry,
that
is,
the interval be
need for handling of reports that
tween
an
event
and
the system’s
BELVERD E. NEEDLES, Jr.,
contain the same information but
CPA, is an assistant
response
to
that
event.
The deci
cover different fiscal periods.
professor of accounting
sion
to
use
data
transmission
links
at Texas Technical Uni
Three steps are required to de
versity.
He
received
velop a system which meets the
both his BBA and his
6 Hospital Administrative Services and
stated requirements. First, the spe
MBA from Texas Techni
Cost Allocation Program are services of
cal University, and was
cific output data requirements
the American Hospital Association; they
awarded his doctorate
must be stated. Second, the inputs
deal with cost, revenue, and statistical
by the University of Illi
information. The Professional Activity
or
data
necessary
to
produce
the
nois. He has won the manuscript contest
Study is a service of the Commission
conducted by the Illinois National Association
output must be established. Final
on
Professional and Hospital Activities,
of Accountants twice. Mr. Needles was for
the output and input character
it
with
merly a member of the research staff of the
istics must be described. When
medical records data.
American Hospital Association.
September-October,
Published
by eGrove, 19691969
Arbor,
Michigan;
deals
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EXHIBIT 2
General Hospital Information System

REMOTE TERMINALS

SUPPORTING
SYSTEMS

DATA PROCESSING CENTER

A/R & M/R-Discharged
Budget
Inventory
Hist. Rec.
Insurance
Accts. Pay.
Vendors

Tapes

File
Control

Medical
Records

Purchas
ing

Computer

Payroll

Control
Unit
Reader
Punch
Control
Unit

Other
Trans
actions

Printer

Control
Unit

Management Consoles

was made because of the response
time required. Similarly, a deci
sion to use random access file units
is often the result of the need to
maximize the difference between
the value and cost of the required
response time.
Possible response times can be
divided into six categories:7
Immediate — Systems controlling
 to
a technical process may need
give a very fast response to certain
events. It is unlikely that this type
of response will be needed in a
hospital system.
Conversational—In this case, the
response time must be geared to
human reaction time. This re
sponse time and the next type of
response time listed are the types
most often required in a hospital
system where terminal units are
used.
7 For
more complete discussion of
these response times see James Martin,
Design of Real-Time Computer Systems,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 1967, pp. 43-44.

As soon as convenient—Transac
tions from terminals which may
need to be processed quickly,
within minutes or seconds if pos
sible, but are not geared to the
speed of a human conversation
fall in this category.
Deferred, on line—Jobs from the
computer room and/or from dis
tant terminals which can wait in a
queue of jobs to be processed in
an on line manner on a priority
basis are in this category.
Within one day—This classifica
tion is for jobs which must be
done on a daily basis.
Long-time available — Functions
which have no urgency and can
take place in a weekly, or longer,
batch cycle are in this category.
The fourth and fifth character
istics are the number of output re
quests per time period and the
timing and frequency of the out
put requests. These characteristics
together with the input character
istics aid in determining the fea
tures of the system and in esti
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mating the load that will be placed
on the system at given times.

Input characteristics
Several input characteristics are
important in the single informa
tion flow system. The first set of
characteristics arises out of the
source of the information. The
source is the place in the organi
zation where a basic component
of information originates through
an event or transaction. The event
does not have to be financial in
nature but can be statistical, as
when laundry arrives to be proc
essed and cleaned at the laundry
department. Once the source is
determined, relevant characteris
tics should be specified such as
how the data are generated, what
people are involved, under what
conditions the event occurs, and
what unique circumstances are
present.
The second set of characteristics
may be classified under document
Management Services32
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information. Basically, documents
charges arise such as nursing sta
the minimum required to operate
are pieces of memory or data stor
tions and professional services de
the system; some hospitals may
age for an organization. These
partments. The functional analysis
want terminals in other locations
pieces of memory can be trans
indicated that at least a minimum
as well. The specific capabilities of
ferred to relevant people  within
of medical care information (i.e.,
each terminal, however, must be
the organization by routing the
admitting and current diagnoses,
determined by each hospital to
documents. The significant char
surgical procedures, and discharge
meet its own needs and to
the
acteristics of a document are the
date) should be in the patient ac
environment at the place of in
data on it and the flow of those
counts for insurance purposes. A
stallation.8
data within the organization. The
hospital that incorporates only
use of documents and the flow of
these minimum requirements into
Supporting systems
data in many cases will be greatly
the accounting records might elim
changed with the single informa
inate the medical records terminal
The proposed system has sup
tion flow system because of the use
and enter this information through
porting systems which embrace the
of on line communication. These
nursing station terminals. On the
following areas:
characteristics, when considered
other hand, a hospital might elect
1. Medical records
with the respective output charac
to enter the complete medical rec
2. Purchasing
teristics, determine the load re
ord of each patient in the form
3. Payroll
quirements of the system; when
of a case abstract into the ac
4. Other transactions
considered with the first two input
counts. Input terminals in the
5. Credit applications, thirdcharacteristics, they aid in making
medical records department would
party notifications, deduc
such decisions as where input/outthen be essential.
tions, and others.
put terminals should be located
The admitting, cashier, and in
Basically, the purpose of the
and how the supporting systems
surance consoles are directly in
supporting systems is to route in
should be designed.
volved with the accounts receiv
formation concerning events, trans
able and billing procedures. Bed
actions, and the hospital’s opera
control and patient location are
tions into the data processing cen
General system design
controlled through the admitting
ter, where they can be entered
terminal. Therefore these terminals
The system developed as part
into data storage. They may
should have output capabilities.
of this study is presented in Ex
be used to route documents out
Admitting personnel must be able
hibit 2 on page 30. It consists of
side the hospital. For instance, the
to retrieve information concerning
remote terminals, supporting sys
purchasing system sends requisi
patient accounts, and bed control
tems, and a data processing center
tions and checks to suppliers, and
is reported as an output at this
containing a single, unified data
the employees are paid through
terminal. The nursing stations and
store set up under a plan that
the payroll system. Intermediaries
professional services departments
integrates the various information
are notified and confirmations of
enter daily census data, any
needs of hospitals. It is a sum
coverages are received from them
charges for services rendered to
mary-level system in that it is
through the subsystem that in
the patients on the floors or in the
meant to be general enough to be
cludes third-party notification.
departments, and possibly medical
applicable to any short-term gen
These supporting systems cover
care data as mentioned earlier.
eral hospital, and it is a system
hospital information that can be
The management consoles are
designed to be as flexible as pos
delayed long enough to be proc
essential to realizing the full value
sible. The system departs from the
essed in the data processing cen
of the system and especially of the
single information flow model in
ter, thus economizing on costs of
data storage file. These terminals
that some of the data, those not
hardware, software, and personnel.
can be located in such positions
related directly to patient charg
The supporting system involving
as the administrator’s office and
ing and billing, enter the system
credit and insurance is an excep
controller’s office as well as the
through supporting systems rather
tion in that it is closely tied to the
data processing center. They allow
than through remote terminals.
on Une portion of the general sys
management to have direct access
The data storage file, however, is
tem. The purpose of this support
to the hospital’s records in order
integrated and has a random ac
ing system is to process the bills
request specific predetermined
cess configuration.
8 For a summary of experimental systems
and programed reports, to make
and terminals in eight hospitals see Ar
specific inquiries, and to study re
thur E. Rikli, Scott I. Allen, and Samuel
Input/Output terminals
lationships among various groups
N. Alexander, “Study Suggests Value of
Shared Computers,” The Modem Hos
Remote terminals are located at
of data for such purposes as mak
pital, May, 1966, pp. 100-108. Also see
the admitting office, at the cash
ing budget versus actual compari
Robert M. Smith, Better Patient Careier’s office, in the medical records
sons.
Through Electronics,” Management Ser
department, and at places where
The terminals specified here are
vices, May-June, 1968, pp. 52-57.
September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969
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of patients who have insurance.
The hospital should develop clas
EXHIBIT 3
sifications of patient status—Medi
The General Plan for the Chart of Accounts for Hospitals
care, Blue Cross, other insurance,
A. Overall Numbering System
self-pay, or other and eligibility
for policy discounts, charity dis
110-199 Assets
310-599 Revenue Accounts
counts, or any other allowances—
110-114 Operating Fund
313-359 Revenue from Patient
120-122 Specific Purpose Fund
so that the admitting personnel
Services
130-132 Endowment Fund
360-399 Revenue from Other Nursing
can recognize and classify each
140-146 Plant Fund
Services
case at the time of admission.
150-155 Construction Fund
402-499 Revenue from Other Services
160-199 Other Funds
When a patient with insurance is
500-539 Deductions from Revenue
540-599 Other Revenue
admitted, the admitting personnel
217-299 Liabilities
600-999
Expense Accounts
will enter the information neces
217
Operating Fund
227
Specific
Purpose
Fund
600-699 Patient Services
sary for preparing a notification of
237-238 Endowment Fund
700-799 Other Professional Services
admission for the Social Security
247-248 Plant Fund
800-899 Other Services
Administration, Blue Cross, or
257-258 Construction Fund
900-979 Fiscal and Administrative
267-299 Other Funds
other intermediary. The computer
Services
980-999 Unassigned Expenses
will print out this information
219-299 Capital Accounts
for the insurance personnel, who
219
Operating Fund
229
Special Purpose Fund
will then forward the notice to
239
Endowment Fund
the proper intermediary. Once the
249
Plant Fund
confirmations of insurance benefits
259
Construction Fund
269-299 Other Funds
have been returned, the specific
details will be entered through the
insurance terminal unit into the
B. . Further Subclassification of Balance Sheet Accounts
patient’s record to be retrieved for
Third Digit
billing purposes when the patient
0
Cash
is discharged or is billed on an
1
Investments
Receivables
interim basis. It is possible that
3
Inventories
some time in the future direct
4
Prepaid Expenses
communication with the interme
5
Land, Buildings, and Equipment
6
Accumulated Depreciation
diaries may supplant the third
7
Current Liabilities
party notification part of this sys
Non-Current Liabilities
tem.
9
Fund Balance
The payroll, purchasing (includ
ing the inventory system), and
C. Further Subclassification of Revenue and Expense Accounts
other transaction-supporting sys
310-359 Revenue from Patient Services
tems will be available through
310-339 Medical, Surgical, and Pediatric
random access retrieval as soon as
340-342 Intensive Care
they have been entered into stor
343-345 Psychiatric
346-349 Newborn and Premature Nurseries
age.
The first phase of the medical
360-399 Revenue from Other Nursing Services
records supporting system is rela
360-364 Operating Rooms
365-369 Recovery Rooms
tively standard for most hospitals.
370-374 Delivery and Labor Rooms
The necessary forms are prepared
375-376 Central Services and Supply
by the admitting office upon ad
377
Intravenous Therapy
378-379 Emergency
mission and go with the patient
380-389 Other
throughout his stay in the hospital.
402-499 Revenue from Other Services
When he is discharged, the com
pleted set of forms is routed to
402-409 Laboratory
410
Blood Bank
medical records. Normally, the fi
411
Whole Blood
nal diagnosis and other final en
412-413 Electrocardiograph
tries are recorded by the doctor
414
Electroencephalograph
421-429 Radiology
after the forms have reached the
430-434 Pharmacy
library. If the medical records are
435
Anesthesiology
436
Inhalation Therapy
to be integrated into the data stor
437
Physical Therapy
age plan of the general system, the
438
Occupational Therapy
forms, once completed and sent to
440-469 Other (e.g. Recreational Therapy, Home Health Care, and Social Service)
480-489 Clinics
medical records, must be coded by
32
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a trained librarian in a manner
suitable for input.
EXHIBIT 3 (Cont.)
The exact make-up of the data
500-539 Deductions from Revenue
storage
area depends on the spe
500-509 Contractual Adjustments
510-519 Policy Discounts
cific equipment used as well
on
520-528 Charity Discounts
the programing techniques em
529
Bad Debts
ployed. This was not included in
530-539 Other (Including Administrative Adjustments)
the study.9 However, some gener
540-599 Other Revenues
alizations can be offered concern
540
Tuition
ing
the type of storage in which
Telephone
various
groups of data should be
542
Meals
543
Rooms
contained and the relationships
544
Miscellaneous Supplies Sold
among the groups of data.
545
Purchase Discounts
Remote, on line terminals are
546
Miscellaneous Operating
547
Contributions and Grants
placed in the functional areas
548
Patient Surcharge or Equalization Charge
whose operations require response
550-554 Miscellaneous Non-Operating
times in the conversational or as600-699 Patient Service Expense
soon-as-convenient categories. The
600-609 Nursing Administration
data files for these functions must,
610-639 Medical, Surgical, and Pediatric Nursing Units
therefore,
be arranged in random
640-642 Intensive Care Nursing Units
access files for rapid retrieval. The
643-645 Phychiatric Nursing Units
646-649 Newborn and Premature Nursing Units
following groups of data should be
660-664 Operating Rooms
retrievable with a conversational
665-669 Recovery Rooms
response time:
670-674 Delivery and Labor Rooms
Central Service and Supply
Intravenous Therapy
Emergency Service
Nursing Education and Other

675-676
677
678-679
685-699
702-799

Other Professional Services Expense

702-709
710

Laboratory
Blood Bank
Whole Blood
Electrocardiograph
Electroencephalograph
Radiology
Pharmacy
Anesthesiology
Inhalation Therapy
Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Social Service
Other (e.g. Recreational Therapy and Home Health Care)
Medical Services and Staff
Medical Records and Library
Research
Clinics

712-713
714
721-729
730-734
735
736
737
738
740
741-769
770-772
773-776
777-779
780-789

800-979

Other Services Expense

800-829
830-849
850-859
860-869
870-879
900-979

980-999

Unassigned Expenses

980-982
983-985
986-989
990-991
992-993
994
995
996-999

Adapted
cago, 1966).

Dietary
Plant and Equipment
Housekeeping
Laundry and Linen
Personnel Quarters
Administration and General (e.g. Accounting, Admitting, Cashiering, Credits
and Collections, Data Processing, Receiving and Stores, Executive Office, Per
sonnel, and Purchasing)

Depreciation—Building
Depreciation—Equipment
Insurance
Taxes
Employee Benefits
Interest
Loss
Disposal of Fixed Assets
Rentals of Land and Buildings

1. Chart of accounts for the
current fiscal period
2. In-house accounts receivable
subsidiary file
3. Charge tables
4. Medical records for in-house
patients.
Undoubtedly, there are accounts
that do not have a high activity
level but do not demand enough
storage space to justify splitting
the chart of accounts among dif
ferent types of storage. Revenue
accounts, cash, the in-house ac
counts receivable subsidiary file,
and the charge tables all interact
in the on line portion of the sys
tem. Medical records, if they are
included in the random access part
of the system, should be associ
ated with the in-house accounts
receivable subsidiary file, as should
bed control and patient location.
Slower random access on an
soon-as-convenient basis is re
quired by the following categories
of data:

1. Accounts receivable subsidi
ary file for patients who are
discharged but have not paid

Chart of Accounts for Hospitals (American Hospital Association, Chi

9 For a detailed discussion of this sub
ject see James Martin, op. cit., pp. 485510.
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2. Medical records for dis
EXHIBIT 4
charged patients
3. Operating budget
Hospital Statistics and Departments
4. Historicalrecords
To Which They are Relevant
5. Insurancecoverage files
Operating Statistics
6. Accounts payablesubsidiary
Statistic
Department(s)
file
Admissions
Patient Services
7. Inventories
Discharges
Patient Services
Total Patient Days of Care
Patient Services
8. Other files as needed, such
Beds
Patient Services
as list of vendors.
A hospital may find it desirable
to put the insurance coverage table
in the faster-access-storage group,
particularly if there are many ran
dom inquiries or requests for data
in these tables where a conversa
tional response time is desirable.
In this system these insurance ta
bles are placed in slower storage
because it is assumed that there
will be some warning in the form
of a discharge notice when a pa
tient is to be discharged. Thus,
the coverages for a particular pa
tient can be retrieved from the
insurance tables based on the code
in his account at the time the dis
charge notice is received from the
nursing station, and the patient’s
bill can be ready when the patient
or person paying the bill reaches
the cashier.

Delivery Room
Nursery
Nursery
Dietary
Laundry
Operating Room
Radiology
Laboratory
Outpatient
For Each Department

Deliveries
Newborn Patient Days
Bassinets
Number of Meals Served
Pounds of Laundry
Number of Surgical Operations
Radiology Examinations
Laboratory
Outpatient Visits
Manhours

Allocative Statistics

Statistic

Number of Meals Served
Pounds of Laundry
Actual Depreciation of Building and
Fixed Equipment
Dollar Value or Depreciation of Equipment
Square Footage of Departments

Housekeeping Hours of Service
Number of Personnel Housed
Medical Records Hours of Service
Social Service Hours of Service
Nursing Education Hours of Service
Intern-Resident Hours of Service
Requisitions
Pharmacy Costed Requisitions
Nursing Service Manhours

Departmental or Other Cost
Which is to be Allocated
Dietary
Laundry
Depreciation Expense

Depreciation Expense
Housekeeping (if hours are not used)
Depreciation (if above is not used)
Housekeeping
Housing Facilities
Medical Records
Social Service
Nursing Education
Intern-Resident Costs
Central Services and Supply
Pharmacy
Nursing Services

Data storage plan
The overall classification scheme
—The chart of accounts developed
in this study is based on the Amer
ican Hospital Association’s Chart
of Accounts for Hospitals, already
in use in many hospitals. This
structure of accounts can be adapt
ed to the needs of this system by
means of subclassifications. The
general plan of the chart of ac
counts for hospitals is presented in
Exhibit 3 on pages 32 and 33.
Subclassifications—The subclassi
fication of accounts is represented
by the fourth and fifth digits of
the account number, i.e., the two
digits in the tenths and hundredths
positions, and is the focal point
for determining the basic form in
which the data will be in storage.
An important issue is the han
dling of statistical measures. Hos
pital statistics, in general, can be
divided into two broad groups.

operating statistics and allocative
statistics. Both types were consid
ered essential to hospital manage
ment by those interviewed in the
study. The primary purpose of op
erating statistics is to show a level
of activity and thus serve as a
gauge of efficiency. Allocative sta
tistics, on the other hand, serve
the basis for allocation of the
cost of service departments to rev
enue departments for cost finding
purposes. Exhibit 4 on this page
contains a list of the statistics
which the study revealed were es
sential to a short-term general
hospital and of the department(s)
with which they are associated.
A reasonable way to provide for
storage and retrieval of these sta
tistics is by the use of subclassifi
cations of the operating accounts.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss5/9


For revenue accounts, the follow
ing subclassifications resulted from
the study:

Fourth
.0-.1
.2-.3
.4-.5
.6-.7

Digit
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient Statistics
Outpatient Statistics

Fifth Digit
Self-Pay
.x1
.x2
Blue Cross
.x3
Medicare
.x4
Title 19
.x5
Other Welfare
.x6
Workmen’s Compensa
tion
Commercial Insurance
.x7
.x8-.19 Others

To illustrate how this classifica
tion works, consider the account
Management Services
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number 320.03. This is a revenue
EXHIBIT 5
account (first digit) for a medical,
surgical, or pediatric unit (second
Patient Records
and third digits). It represents an
inpatient (fourth digit) who has
Medicare benefits (fifth digit). The
In-house accounts
by room number
corresponding statistic, Medicare
inpatient days, for this account
Accounts Receivable
Discharged accounts
would be found in the account
by patient number
numbered 320.43.
The subclassifications for the
Paid accounts
fourth digit of the expense ac
by patient number
counts are as follows:
.0
Salaries and Wages
.1
Other Direct Expense
.2-.5 Manhours
tients who have paid should be put
subdivided by department served
.6-.7 Other Statistics.
in less costly magnetic tape storage.
in those cases such as housekeep
The in-house accounts receiv
ing where allocations are made by
able subsidiary file should be
These accounts are subdivided
the number of hours of service.
stored by bed number to make it
further as follows:
The same is true of the other sta
easy to tie in bed control with this
tistics accounts, for example, if the
Salaries and Wages
file; this also will make it easier
number of personnel housed is
.01
Regular
to request information from a pa
needed for allocating the person
.02
Paid—Not Worked
tient’s account because normally
nel quarters expense. Often the
.03
Overtime
the bed number would already be
other statistics category will not
.04
Fees—Physician
known by the person making the
be needed because the statistics
request. The file for discharged
Other Direct Expense
are located elsewhere in the sys
patients, however, should be based
.11 Supplies—Billable
tem. For instance, the number of
on the patient number because the
.12
Supplies—Non-Billable
laboratory tests is needed, but the
bed number is no longer relevant
.13
Services Purchased
statistic is already accumulated by
after the patient has been dis
various breakdowns in connection
Manhours
charged. Whether the hospital
with the related revenue account.
.20-.39 Productive
should maintain separate subsidi
In the computation of a productiv
.40
Paid—Not Worked
ary files for each control account,
ity figure such as salaries and
i.e., Medicare, Blue Cross, self-pay,
wages expense per laboratory test,
Other Statistics
and other, or whether it should use
.60-.79 By Department Served.
the application programs should
a comprehensive file with codes in
retrieve the number of laboratory
the individual accounts for the
tests from the revenue accounts.
When the salaries and wages
four subclassifications is a matter
computations for the pay period
of choice; either procedure can be
are made, the amounts paid and
Subsidiary accounts
used.
the manhours are posted to the
A large amount of information
proper accounts by the computer.
A suitable structure for the pa
must
be accumulated about each
Some hospitals may want to assign
tient records subsidiary file is
patient.
Exhibit 6 on page 36 sum
employee benefits such
social
shown in Exhibit 5 above.
marizes
the essential data for each
security to specific cost centers in
The in-house accounts receiv
patient
account
in the subsidiary
stead of using an account in the
able subsidiary file is an integral
files.
Creditworthiness
information
unassigned expenses (992-995), as
part of the on line system and
is
not
included
in
the
list
because
is done in this classification scheme.
should be kept in random access
of the high percentage of patients
In that case, the suggested sub
storage with a conversational re
who have insurance. When it is
classification can be expanded by
sponse time. Discharged patients,
needed, this type of information
using the digits that have not been
on the other hand, do not require
can be handled off line.
designated. Similarly, the other di
the fastest and most expensive
The subsidiary files for accounts
rect expense category can be ex
storage because the level of activ
payable, plant and equipment, in
panded if the hospital desires. The
ity is not as high as for in-house
ventory, and other accounts are
accounts.
billable supplies account should
essentially similar to those needed
Furthermore, many accounts will
represent a cost of goods
by any business enterprise and
be paid by check and thus can be
The twenty positions for the
thus are not discussed here.
handled on an as-soon-as-conve
productive manhours category per
The account classifications that
nient basis. The accounts for pa
mit the manhours worked to be
September-October,
Published
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have been presented are suited to
subsidiary ledger. This avoids re
previous medical records must be
the task of accumulating data from
dundancy in storage because ser
retrieved. It is not feasible to keep
day-to-day operations. A hospital
vices can be recorded both for
the records for discharged patients
may wish to extend the integrated
billing purposes and for medical
in random access storage because
storage plan to include the areas
records purposes. For example,
of their quantity and the low level
of medical  records, the operating
when a chest or respiratory X-ray
of activity for these records as a
budget, historical records, and
is performed, it is entered into the
whole. The hospital may wish to
other accounts.
patient’s account together with the
enter each patient’s record on
charge. When the patient’s bill is
punch cards or magnetic cards
prepared, the X-ray will be shown.
tape at the time of discharge. The
Medical records
If a doctor inquires what X-rays
past record could then be re-en
If the individual hospital wishes
the patient has had, the same
tered into the patient’s current file
to integrate into the system medi
data will be retrieved without the
if necessary.
cal care data beyond those which
charge.
must be available for insurance
The storage problem is compli
Operating budget
purposes, these data can be com
cated by the fact that any time a
bined with the accounts receivable
patient re-enters the hospital his
The general design of the system
calls for the operating budget to
be kept in random access storage
EXHIBIT 6
with a response time of as-soonEssential Data for Each Patient Account
as-convenient. In order that both
volume and efficiency variances
Identification Data:
Service, Charge, and Payment Data:
can be determined by manage
Room Number
Accommodations
Hospital Number
Intensive Care
ment, the projections shown in Ex
Name
Self-Care
hibit 7 on page 37 should be
Address
Operating Room
stored on a monthly basis by de
Sex
Anesthesia
Date of Birth
Blood Administration
partment.
Bill to (Name and Address)
Pharmacy
Projected totals are stored rather
Admission Date
Radiology
than rates because the inclusion of
Time
Laboratory
Doctor
Medical, Surgical, and Central Supplies
the level of activity makes it pos
Blue Cross Number
Physical Therapy
sible to compute either the pro
Social Security Number
Occupational Therapy
jected
rate or the projected total
Other Insurance Company
Speech Therapy
Policy Date
Inhalation Therapy
if the other is known.
Receivable Classification
Other
The classification scheme dis
Previous Admission Year
played earlier can be used for stor
ing the budget. Since the budget
Medical Data:
Admitting Diagnosis
projections are made for each
Discharge Date
month of the fiscal year, provision
Discharge or Current Diagnosis
must be made for storing twelve
Surgical Procedures
figures for each account number
Insurance Data:
in order to indicate the month. An
This section will vary depending on the type of insurance the patient carries.
account in the budget can be dis
Blue Cross and most commercial insurance, coverage codes are available.
com
tinguished from a current account
puter can refer to the codes in the drum storage and compute the payment due
from each party. Unique cases must be computed separately by the cashier at
by the file reference since they
discharge. Medicare patients must be handled differently.
data that must be in
will be stored in different files.
storage for Medicare are listed below:
For example, budgeted regular
salary expense for the dietary de
Medicare Insurance Data:
Effective Date—Hospital Insurance
partment for the first month of the
Effective Date—Medical Insurance
fiscal year would be indicated as
Hospital Days Remaining—Full
follows:
Hospital Days Remaining—Coinsurance
Lifetime Reserve Days Remaining
F802.0101
Medical Plan Deductible—Met or Not Met
In
place of the F would be the
Remaining Inpatient Deductible
file
reference number. The next
Pints Remaining Blood Deductible
Extended Care Facility Days Remaining—Full
five digits are the normal account
Extended Care Facility Days Remaining—Coinsurance
number, and the last two digits
Three Days Hospital Stay Requirement—Met or Not Met
indicate that the figure stored in
14 Days Transfer Requirement—Met or Not Met
Home Health Representative Visits Remaining—Hospital Insurance
this location is for the first month
Home Health Representative Visits Remaining—Medical Insurance
of the fiscal year. The budget for
Psychiatric Days Remaining
the year-to-date would be obtained
36
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be used for handling routine de
EXHIBIT 7
cisions, controls, and reports in
hospitals without special batch
Operating Budget
runs. Insurance benefits can be
Account Classification
Projections
computed automatically by plac

Volume of Services
Revenue
ing
coverage files in random access
Total
storage; the accounts receivable
Deductions from Revenue
Total
Other Revenues
Total
subsidiary file can be scanned for
Salaries and Wages Expense
Manhours
delinquent accounts; daily census
Total
es can be prepared automatically,
Physicians' Fees
Total
Supplies—Billable
Units or Level of Activity
and patients can be automatically
Total
charged for rooms; effective bed
Supplies Non-Billable
Units or
of Activity
and
patient location control can
Total
Unassigned Expenses
Total
be maintained by the admitting
office; and information for thirdparty notices can be automatically
printed out in the insurance de
partment.
on a monthly basis by adding the
worked out by the individual hos
Fourth, the data storage plan is
amounts for the months of the fis
pital in consultation with the hos
flexible. In addition to the adapta
cal year which have passed.
pital’s auditors.
tions and expansions already men
The chart of accounts for cur
tioned, the system can be useful
rent operations presented in this
Historical records
in providing routine departmental
article provides for the minimum
analyses, in aiding the making
The historical records of the op
data a hospital must accumulate
decisions that cross organizational
erations of a hospital can be broken
to fulfill its reporting require
lines, and in meeting unexpected
into four groups. These are as fol
ments. The storage plan, however,
information needs.
lows:
has been developed in a way that
Fifth, the communication net
1. The record of operations for
allows management flexibility in
work
embodied in the system can
the current fiscal year
the application of the plan to spe
reduce
the manhours spent in com
2. The record of operations for
cific operations. The addition of
munication
in addition to improv
the preceding fiscal year
accounts depends on the needs of
ing
medical
care and utilization
3. The record of operations for
the hospital. Management must
of
hospital
facilities.
Specific ex
previous years
balance additional storage costs
amples
are
the
communication
of
4. Records of individual trans
against additional benefits.
services
rendered
and
charges
di
actions and other detailed
rectly into the patient’s account in
records.
Implications
accounts receivable, the automatic
The system design provides for
communication of information for
the first two groups of items to be
Several generalizations useful
insurance notices and subsequent
Stored on slower random access
those interested in applying this
entry of confirmed benefits, the
storage. Their classification can fol
type of system to organizations can
entering and retrieving of certain
low the scheme discussed for the
be stated. First, the data storage
medical data from the patient ac
operating budget. The file number
plan is successful in integrating
counts, the retrieval of informa
will indicate which group of rec
most of the various data needs
tion
through management consoles,
ords is involved, and the last two
the hospital organization. Second,
and
the maintenance of patient
digits of the number will indicate
all data do not have to enter the
location
and bed control. Other
which month is involved. Year-tosystem from the source through
examples
of potential uses of the
date totals can be obtained by
remote terminals. The need for
communication
capabilities of the
adding the totals for the previous
remote terminals depends on re
system
are
the
ordering
of labora
months. For the current month,
quired response times, levels of
tory
tests,
X-ray
examinations,
in
the total will be accumulated in
activity, and interfunctional rela
halation
therapy,
and
intravenous
the current account.
tionships. If certain functions do
therapy through terminal units
Records for years earlier than
not require remote communica
the nursing units and the transmit
the preceding one will be stored on
tion, the advantages of integrated
ting of the results of laboratory
magnetic tape. Individual transac
data storage do not have to be
tests and X-rays to the places
tions and other control items
foregone. Supporting systems can
where they are needed. The sched
will be kept on magnetic tape for
be developed for these functions
uling and communicating of doc
future use in checking and audit
to communicate data quickly
tors’ orders also can be programed
enough for data processing.
ing. The structure and use of these
tape files should be carefully
Third, the computer system can
into the system.
September-October,
1969
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Many a CPA firm, well qualified to perform manage
ment services, simply does not recognize needs re
vealed in its performance of audit and tax services.
It thus handicaps both itself and its clients—

RECOGNIZING MANAGEMENT

SERVICES OPPORTUNITIES
by Jordan L. Golding
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

December, 1968, issue of
The Kentucky Accountant re
ferred to management services as
“that area of practice where the
horizons are unlimited.” Certainly,
management consulting is one of
the fastest growing phases of our
profession and, indeed, a very prof
itable part of our practice. While
the area of management consulting
offers unlimited opportunities for
the CPAs that are engaged in such
practice, it also offers severe penal
ties for those who choose to ignore
what has now become an integral
part of our professional practice.
he

T

We have often been asked to
comment on how one goes about
recognizing management services
opportunities and, yet, we feel that
this particular point can be an
swered very simply: We are con
vinced that the recognition of such
opportunities is identical with the
recognition and understanding of
clients’ needs.
It is doubtful that any audit-ori
ented accountant believes that au
diting is a mechanical function. On
Reprinted, with permission, from the
June-July, 1969, issue of the Massachu
setts CPA Review.
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the contrary, auditing has become
more and more sophisticated and
more challenging as the complex
ity of business operations increases.
Thus, the CPA on an engagement
has to be ever alert for changing
circumstances in his environment.
Similarly, the practice of taxa
tion is hardly confined to the mere
mechanical processing of govern
ment forms, but rather is totally
integrated with the ability to com
prehend and make recommenda
tions with respect to client tax
planning and avoiding of serious
tax pitfalls.
Management Services
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may find that if not displaced by
his business had operated during
As long as the profession is so
another accounting firm, then cer
the recent year; and the large pub
heavily involved in clients’ affairs
tainly they will have outside con
licly held clients no longer look
via the audit and tax aspects of
sulting organizations involved with
upon their auditors as merely mem
our practice, it is almost impossible
their clients’ problems.
bers of that organization which
not to be aware of other opera
But how does a CPA go about
comes in once a year, as a neces
tional problems that exist within
recognizing opportunities in man
sary evil, to pass an opinion on the
the client’s organization. These
agement services work with his
financial statements for the benefit
problems may consist of the need
clients?
of
stockholders
and
other
third
for a more modern cost account
We have audit staffs who are on
ing system, improved pricing poli
parties.
the
client’s premises, on a monthly,
cies, inventory controls, systems
The point was made very well
quarterly,
semi-annual, or annual
by Leonard Savoie, executive vice
work, or the consideration of the
basis.
Certainly,
these men should
president of the AICPA, in the De
feasibility of some form of modern
be
bringing
back
comments with
data processing within the organi
cember, 1968, issue of The CPA
regard
to
the
adequacy
or inade
zation.
in his article entitled “Marketing
quacy
of
internal
control,
or other
The client may also have need
Myopia.” In it Mr. Savoie stated:
conditions that exist within the cli
for other types of special studies:
An accountant who thinks
ent’s organization that might need
in connection with expansion or
merely in terms of providing the
improvement. The partners and
contraction of the business, acqui
company’s management the same
managers involved in these audits
sitions or mergers, going public,
old audit based on the same
are, or should be, in reasonably
and a host of other more esoteric
old loosely defined practices is
frequent contact with the client so
types of situations where the client
product-oriented. Unfortunately,
that they are aware of the fact that
may require outside professional
his product is obsolete and old
certain conditions exist that should
advisory services.
rules are not good enough to
be of concern to the management
There are those in the profession
satisfy the public.
of the client’s company. Even with
who say that this may very well
out communicating with client
be true, but really it is only appli
The small firms that ignore this
management, the review of work
cable to the larger firms. Nothing
marketing problem within the pro
ing papers may exhibit problems
could be farther from the truth.
fession will find that if they do not
created by growth, operating losses,
The need for consulting services
keep pace with the growth of their
changing product mix, inconsistent
affects the entire profession in both
clients and their clients’ ever
margins,
skyrocketing expenses,
small and large firms, and includ
changing needs then their clients
that
bear
out
the fact that further
ing the individual practitioners.
will seek the full range of services
investigation
might
be prudent on
The needs have been equally in
that other firms provide. For larger
the
part
of
the
CPA
firm. Losses,
tense with both small and large
firms, the same problems exist and
stagnation,
and
growth
are all in
clients. The only variable seems
are compounded by the fact that if
dicators
that
maybe
something
to be the degree of complexity.
they do not recognize their clients’
more can be done for the client to
The day has long passed when
needs, or are not in a position to
improve his operation.
the small client looked upon his
provide services to handle the cli
We should like to be specific and
auditor as a pencil pusher who
ents’ problems, then the opportuni
cite some of the situations or opmerely informed him as to how well
ties will slip by the boards; they

The CPA who does not keep pace with the growth—and the needs
— his clients will soon find those clients seeking other advisors.
September-October,
1969
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portunities that can be easily rec
3. Likewise, is there adequate
ognized by many CPAs. The list
costing or gross profit by prod
certainly is a sampling and doesn’t
uct fines? All too often, such
attempt to be comprehensive or all
gross profit analysis by major
inclusive. By the same token, we
product classifications is not
do not mean to imply that all ac
available and the business finds
countants are capable of or pos
itself in a deteriorating position
before it is even aware of the
sessed with capabilities within their
fact that it has a problem. Proper
of administering the following
product costing information will
types of management services en
flag such serious situations be
gagements. Nevertheless, we think
fore there is serious erosion of
you will find them a representative
profits.
sampling of management services
4. Does the present informa
opportunities.
tion system provide for adequate
expense and overhead classifica
tions by realistic cost center?
A. INTERNAL CONTROL
5. Does the company have
REVIEW
budgetary control over its ex
A key element in any audit en
pense classifications, or does it

gagement is the internal control re
merely compare this year’s ex
view, which very often reveals
penses with last year’s without
shortcomings in the internal control
setting a goal for the current or
system of the client. Many of the
forthcoming year?
deficiencies that auditors uncover
6. Has the flow of paperwork
are elementary in nature and can
so increased that data process
be remedied by discussion with the
ing of some sort is now an item
corporation management.
that should seriously be consid
On the other hand, other situa
ered by management? If so,
tions are more complex and lead
there is an opportunity here for
to the type of management services
a feasibility study.
engagements that will be described
On the other hand, if the com
later on.
pany already has a data process
ing system, is it properly being
utilized and is the internal con
B. INFORMATION SYSTEMS
trol adequate? All too often com
panies have converted to data
Does the current reporting sys
processing, but are not getting
tem provide management with ad
the true value from the com
equate information on which it
puter system. Experience has
may base its business decisions?
shown that many clients have in
For example, in reviewing the an
vested in expensive data process
nual results of the client do the
ing equipment, only to use such
The review of working papers can re
following shortcomings appear?
equipment
high-speed printveal problems caused by growth, op
erating losses—a variety of factors.
1. Is the chart of accounts ade
quate to provide sufficient break
JORDAN L. GOLDING,
CPA,
a partner in the
downs in various sales or ex
Boston office of Peat,
pense classifications to make the
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
reporting system meaningful?
He
chairman of the
committee on manage
2. Does the client have ade
ment services of AICPA.
quate information about product
He also is
member of
lines? Very often in the growth
the executive committee
of the Massachusetts So
of a company, product mix
ciety of Certified Public Accountants, and
changes, and accordingly con
formerly was its auditor. He is past chair
glomerative information some
man of the Massachusetts committee on
management services, a member of the edi
times hides serious shortcomings
torial board of
Journal of Accountancy,
because there is not adequate in
and
member of the committee on auditing
formation shown by important
and accounting with electronic computers.
He has written several published articles.
sub-categories.
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ing presses or adding machines.
b. Does the company have a
locator system and a picking
sequence system so that ma
C. RETAILING
terial handling of the mer
chandise is minimized, in an
If the client is in the retail busi
effort to reduce labor costs
ness many special problems arise
to a minimum?
that should be reviewed each and
c. Does the company have
every year. For example:
cost information for the order
filling process?
1. Cash
d. Is there adequate control
a. Is the control over cash
over delivery costs? Are the
adequate? Should more so
loading of the delivery trucks
phisticated cash registers that
and routing done on an effi
are capable of simultaneous
cient basis?
ly accumulating management
information be considered?
2. Inventory Control
E. MANUFACTURING
a. Does the company have
1. Cost Controls
an inventory control system?
a. Does the company have
If so, does it control the in
adequate information as to
ventory or does it merely
its
fixed and variable costs
keep records without, in fact,
with
respect to manufactur
controlling inventory?
ing
activities?
b. How does the stock turn
b. Are the cost centers real
compare with industry stan
istic?
Do they provide ade
dards?
quate
information as to cost
c. Are there automatic re
of
producing
the product?
order points on the stock lev
2.
Inventory
Levels
els if an inventory control
a. Is there adequate control
system is in effect?
over:
d. What kind of controls
1. Raw materials
and management information
2.
Work in process
does the business have over
3. Finished goods inven
markdowns?
tory levels?
3. Delivery
a. Does the store have an
adequate delivery system that
takes into account the geo
graphic distribution of its de
livery routes so as to mini
mize overtime and, at the
same time, to accommodate
customers?

D.

WAREHOUSE
DISTRIBUTION

Many of the considerations in
this area also apply to those multi
unit retail operations that run one
or more warehouses.
1. Physical Layout
a. Are the racking and actual
physical storage of the mer
chandise accomplished so that
damaged merchandise is min
imized?
September-October,
1969
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F.

PERSONNEL

Very often a company exists
without adequate regard to people
who are in the company and are
contributing to its success, or fail
ure.
1. Is there a high rate of turn
over that is symptomatic of
other problems with respect
personnel policies?
2. Have compensation levels
gone out of control? For exam
ple, often salesmen’s commission
rates are set at an early stage and
later on turn out to be unrealistic
with respect to the competitive
situation within an industry. This
can also be true with respect to
inside personnel.
3. Is there a lack of apprecia
tion of the fringe benefits or are

In warehouse distribution problems
obvious factors to check are the ac
tual
storage of the merchan
dise and the efficiency of loading and
routing of delivery trucks.
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the fringe benefits in fact inade
to serve him on that particular
quate?
basis, or more important, he may
4. Are there adequate em
recognize the need for assistance
ployee records?
but not be aware of the fact that
5. Can the client honestly say
the CPA firm is in a position to
that he has a loyal group of em
provide such corrective services.
ployees and, if not, what is this
symptomatic of?
The communications gap
6. Has the company been able
to satisfactorily recruit the kind
Often I have found myself at a
of personnel it requires?
social gathering on a Saturday eve
7. The Incentive System: Are
ning and a nonclient approaches
there proper incentives, both in
me and asks for some off-the-cuff
present compensation and de
advice with respect to data proc
ferred compensation?
essing, budgetary, or other type
work. In many instances, I am
aware of who the accountant is
G. PROFIT PLAN
for the particular account, and I
generally reply by asking: “Haven’t
you spoken to your own CPA
Does the company have a longabout this matter?” The shocking
range plan for growth, one that has
We should always be on
response has all too often been
been reduced to written form and
that either his accountant is too
that possibly spells out goals for
guard, however, to make
busy to be involved, or else that
the next five to ten years?
the client is unaware that the ac
Business is in a constant state of
sure that we are not solving
countant provides such services.
change. Companies move ahead,
symptoms but rather that we
With
regard to the latter point, I
companies
fall
behind,
and
some

have known on many of these oc
just stagnate and hold their own
are getting to the heart of
position. In any event, whether it
casions that the accountant in fact
be
in
a
state
of
growth,
decline,
did
provide the services and pro
the basic problem. All too
vided them on a very competent
or stagnation, the requirements of
often, what appears to be a
basis. It would certainly indicate
the business are also changing.
that the CPA in question either
Even stagnation itself is a problem:
problem may be a symptom
did not recognize the client’s need,
If the business cannot move for
or if he did recognize it, he never
ward, it is effectively falling be
of something larger and
communicated his services to the
hind its competitors.
it is this larger area which
company in question.
In any event, irrespective of the
In such instances, the CPA is
direction of the business, it offers
should be attacked first.
opportunities for the CPA to assist
fumbling the ball away to the op
position. If we are supposed to be
the client in adjusting the com
pany to the business climate so
professional men who are compe
tent in advising our clients on the
that he can conduct its affairs in a
successful administration of their
more profitable manner.
own affairs, then certainly we
We should always be on guard,
should be the first to keep our own
however, to make sure that we are
not solving symptoms but rather
practices on the most businesslike
basis. Muffing opportunities is not
that we are getting to the heart
one of those qualifications.
of the basic problems. All too often
Let us move on to another prob
what appears to be a problem may
lem of our time. On almost any
be a symptom of something larger
day of any week the financial
and it is this larger area that should
pages
of our newspapers carry the
be attacked first.
news
of
all types of corporate mer
We do not mean to suggest that
gers and acquisitions. Some of
we offer management services work
these involve two giant corpora
where none is warranted; how
ever, the point is that we must
tions, both offering stock that is
publicly traded. On the other hand,
ever be alert to the fact that the
client may indeed need help with
often a large publicly held com
out knowing we are in a position
pany acquires a local, closely held
42
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firm, maybe one of your clients.
Why are these family businesses
being gobbled up?
In some cases there are good solid
business reasons for the so-called
“merging-out” of a family business.
On the other hand, there are many
instances where the local business
has had many years of profitable
operation but somehow has either
lost its purpose, sense of direction,
or is otherwise floundering in to
day’s more competitive economy.
Maybe this segment of the ac
quisition fever of today is a symp
tom of lost opportunities for CPA
firms. Perhaps if the accounting
firms that are losing these clients
were recognizing opportunities for
giving the business new vitality,
either via long-range financial plan
ning, better cost control, pricing
and marketing analysis, organiza
tional studies, planning for succes
sion of management, or even mak
There are many instances where a local business
had many
ing special studies as to the feasi
years
of
profitable
operation
but
somehow
either
lost
bility of going public, maybe these
its purpose, sense of direction, or is otherwise floundering.
clients would be doing the acquir
ing rather than being acquired.
In all too many cases, the ac
zons of vision. To the extent that the
ommendations are communicated
has
countant, who is the closest outsid
staff accountant
is capable of such
verbally, often they are forgotten
er to the management, is passing
an approach to a broader scope
in the turmoil of day-to-day rou
up golden opportunities through
of accounting, then his job be
tine problems. The suggestions and
default. More important, he is los
comes more interesting and more
deficiencies that are set forth in
ing a client by his failure to per
rewarding, and, accordingly, he
writing permit you to leave behind
form needed services.
becomes more valuable to the firm.
on the client’s premises your
thoughts and recommendations re
Once having defined the prob
garding the problems that you have
lem and recognized the need, the
Auditors' key position
uncovered, and also the recom
question then becomes one of com
mendations
to how you would
municating what you have found
General George S. Doriot, presi
suggest
the
company
proceed to
the
client.
Obviously,
this
can
dent of American Research and
remedy
the
situation.
be done verbally; however, a bet
Development Corp., has said: “The
It would therefore seem that in
ter approach may be the so-called
businessman stands naked before
summary we have a two-part prob
management letter or formal pres
his accountant.” Nothing could be
lem. One is the recognition of cli
entation that many firms now use
more true, and, because of this
ent needs, and secondly the com
in calling the client’s attention to
close relationship, the accountant
munication with the client.
shortcomings that may exist in his
should be able to spot almost every
Consulting should be a separate
accounting or related needs. This
opportunity that management it
formal engagement for which the
is usually done at the completion
self fails to recognize.
practitioner should be paid sepa
of an audit, when the partner,
The training of audit staff to
rately. If consulting is truly an in
manager, and senior on the job put
recognize the opportunities for im
tegral part of our profession, then
their heads together and summa
proving the client’s operations not
it should be practiced on a profes
rize the management results of the
only benefits the accounting
sional basis. That is, it is not mere
audit that highlight shortcomings
from the standpoint of creating
ly off-the-cuff advice based on fail
in either internal control or the re
management services engagements,
ure to do adequate fact-finding
lated accounting problems. The
but also the client because the lat
prior to making recommendations
advantage of the written manage
ter has enhanced his own opera
or implementation.
ment letter is that it has a lasting
tion; furthermore, it also stimulates
For example, in auditing our cli
effect with the client. If the rec
the staff men to widen their horiSeptember-October,
1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969
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ents we develop our working pa
“Guidelines for the Management
paid for the type of work that you
pers, we gather our facts, we pre
of a Management Advisory En
describe over and above my fee.”
sent a statement, with or without
gagement.”
This occurs in both small and
Granted, many CPAs, especially
qualifications. But these financial
large cities. Smaller practitioners
statements are backed up by work
those in smaller practices, are quite
who have smaller clients are often
ing papers that document how
familiar with their clients’ affairs
on a monthly or annual retainer.
and are in a position to give rea
The answer, however, lies not in
we have arrived at our conclu
sonably sound advice in a limited
sions. By the same token, each tax
the area of management consult
number of circumstances without
planning situation has its idiosyn
ing, but rather in the management
this involved formal process. Nev
crasies. In estate planning we gath
of an accounting practice. Does this
ertheless, the more important prob
er details regarding total assets,
small practitioner who receives
a regular retainer of $200.00 a
nature of the assets, number of
lems such as the installation of a
cost system, an organizational
month mean to imply that he
potential beneficiaries, and the
study, budgetary and forecasting
will undertake a major litigation
basic objective of the client for
on a tax question with the Internal
whom we are doing the planning.
work, and data processing feasi
Similarly, in consulting we must
Revenue Service without any ad
bility studies cannot be done off
ditional charge to his client? If so,
gather our facts, make our analy
the top of your head, but should
then maybe we are talking about
sis, and come up with our recom
be structured on a formal basis.
practice management and nothing
This is the professional approach!
mendations and, possibly, the sub
else. If he is a professional, and
sequent implementation.
if he is capable of representing
But also, because consulting en
Analogous situations
the client before the Appellate Di
gagements can often be quite
vision of the Internal Revenue Ser
time-consuming, the client should
When I have talked on this sub
vice, then he should be paid over
have an understanding as to how
ject before professional groups, I
and above his monthly retainer for
much time will be involved on our
have often been confronted, in the
such
specialized services. The same
part and what his costs will be.
question period, with a remark
holds
true in consulting.
such as:
Thus, we have the proposal letter,
The hardest thing in the world
which really is a letter of under
“What you say is fine, but I run
seems to be breaking away from
standing between the CPA and the
a very small practice and my cli
bad habits. The flat retainer with
client with respect to the nature
ent pays me $200.00 a month, for
out any adjustment for extra work
of the engagement, the degree
which he expects a monthly esti
is a professional bad habit. It is
responsibility to be assumed by
mated profit and loss statement, an
easy to stand up and give many
the CPA, and the approximate cost
annual financial report, together
of the job. All these are spelled
reasons why that particular client
with his corporation and personal
out in the AICPA booklet entitled
tax returns. I cannot possibly be
will not pay more for his services,

The consultant can communicate his finding and recommendation to
the client verbally of course, but a much better and more profes
sional approach is the management letter or formal presentation.
44
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but such a comment always re
computer manufacturers. In any
minds us of a remark in a book
event, there is a supply of talent
review which appeared in The
both within and without your or
New York Times in June of 1968.
ganization. It should be utilized.
The reviewer, discussing a book on
There is another benefit to be
had from structuring a formal
the fall of Singapore, referred to
management consulting depart
one of the generals involved in the
ment within your organization.
defense of that installation. The re
Not only do you offer a wider
viewer in turn quoted Ian Morri
range of services to your clients,
son of The London Sunday Times
help your clients grow, and im
who described the gentleman as
prove the profitability of your own
follows:
practice, but you may also enhance
“Having a mind that saw the
the image of your firm to the point
difficulties of any scheme before
where you make it a more attrac
he saw the possibilities and so re
tive organization from the stand
fused to prepare defenses along
point of recruiting talent, not only
the northern coast as the Japanese
from the consulting standpoint but
advanced because this would af
The young men out of
also for the firm as a whole, includ
fect internal morale.”
ing the auditing and taxation sec
Certainly, it is not easy to break
college are looking for
old habits, but management con
tions.
opportunity. And
sulting offers unlimited horizons
and the opportunity also to re
opportunities are greater
Recruiting aid
structure CPA practices so that
you can capture the opportunity to
The young men out of college
where the firm is growing
perform greater services to your
are looking for opportunity. And
faster. The bright young
clients, to grow in size, to offer
opportunities are greater when the
greater opportunities to your staff,
firm is growing faster. The bright
graduate in an accounting
and to generate more profits. Like
young graduate in an accounting
our clients, we must never forget
college is more likely to be at
college is more likely to be
we are in a business to make a
tracted to a fast-moving progres
attracted to a fast-moving
profit.
sive firm than he is to one that is
confined strictly to an audit prac
progressive firm than he is
tice that may be stagnant or may
Building a consulting practice
to one that is confined
be losing clients because of its lack
There may be some who say,
of total services.
strictly to an audit practice
“Fine, I agree with everything you
In conclusion, the development
of a sound consulting practice of
have said, but really, how do I
that may be stagnant or may
fers exciting opportunities to the
get started?”
For one thing you may have
growth-oriented CPA
To ig
be losing clients because of
some bright juniors or seniors on
nore the challenge may result in
its lack of total services.
your staff who have shown an in
of clients, or, at best, the fail
clination, and a scope of vision,
ure to be in a position to play an
that indicate that they might make
integral part in assisting clients to
excellent consultants with a little
improve their own profitability.
additional training. On the other
Recently we had the privilege of
hand, there may be a total void of
attending the annual meeting of
such talent in your organization
the National Retail Merchants As
and you may have to hire from the
sociation in New York. At that time
outside. In any event, the Ameri
the NRMA Gold Medal Award
can Institute is cognizant of the
was presented to Mr. William M.
problem and has already developed
Batten, chairman of the board of
professional development courses
the J. C. Penney Company.
in the area of starting a manage
We would like to close by quot
ment services practice.
ing a few of the words spoken by
Often, specialized help in devel
Mr. Batten in accepting the award:
oping competence in computers
“To ignore change is the second
and other technical areas is avail
fastest way to suicide ... to fight
able from former employees of
change is the fastest way.”
September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969
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Dollar-value retail LIFO, which allows a firm to de
termine the approximate LIFO cost of its ending
inventory when only selling price information is
available, has one major disadvantage: differing cost
ratios in the store’s product mix. Here’s a mathemati
cal solution to problems faced in—

DOLLAR-VALUE LIFO RETAIL
INVENTORY PRICING
by Roy Ageloff, A. Wayne Corcoran, and Richard H. Simpson
University of Massachusetts

of LIFO among
the prices prevalent at the begin
ning of the period so as to obtain
firms that keep inventories on
the retail basis has led to thethe real increments or decrements
in the inventory and, therefore,
use of a procedure similar to dol
estimate the ending inventory on
lar-value LIFO1, which is termed
 ap
a LIFO basis. The purposes of
dollar-value retail LIFO. This
this article are to present a mathe
proach allows the firm to convert
matical statement of this dollarthe ending inventory at retail to
value retail LIFO procedure for
both the entire aggregated inven
1 The interested reader can find an ex
tory and for the case where the
cellent collection of articles on dollar
firm has separate inventory sec
value LIFO in J. J. McAnly, Dollar
tions.
Value LIFO . . . , Ernst & Ernst.
he popularity

T
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In addition, the article presents
a computer program for these same
procedures.

Retail inventory method
The basic advantage of the or
dinary retail inventory method is
its ability to value ending inven
tory at estimated cost when only
selling price data are available. In
addition, the retail method can
be used to estimate the inven
Management Services
48
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tory when a physical count has
not been taken. The retail method
FIGURE I
consists of deducting the goods
B
A
C
D
E
F
sold valued at sales price from
the goods which were available
24
32
Sample (Si)
72
30
29
13
for sale valued at sales price.
60
36
40
Expected (Ei)
30
24
10
The result is the goods not
sold (ending inventory) valued
We next compute the chi square (X2)
statistic:
at sales price, which is then con
verted to estimated cost by ap
∑(Si-Ei)2
(30-30)2
(13-10)2
(72-60)2
+
+ . . .
+
X2
plying the cost-selling price ratio
60
30
10
(termed the cost ratio). This ratio
A2 = 9.94
is calculated by dividing the sum
of beginning inventory, freight-in,
and purchases (all at cost) by the
- -----sum of beginning inventory, pur
dise is purchased in ---------proportion
to
Next, a confidence level should
chases, and net markups (all at
expected sales, and it is usually
be selected. A confidence level of
retail). The use of this ratio re
taken for granted that purchasing
95 per cent is usually considered
sults in an inventory stated at es
proportions and sales proportions
adequate in economic research;
timated lower of cost or market.
are the same. However, where it is
therefore this will be the accept
In dollar-value retail LIFO the
impossible to segregate merchan
ance level.
markdowns are included in the de
dise into homogeneous groupings,
The degrees of freedom in this
nominator, and this will result
it would be wise to test the align
situation are one less than the
an inventory stated at estimated
number of categories (that is, 6
ment of the product and sales
cost.
mixes.
— 1 = 5). A chi-square table is
How accurate is the retail inven
then consulted and we find that
This alignment of product and
tory method? The first complica
X2.95 at 5 degrees of freedom
sales mixes may be checked by
tion which arises whenever this
employing a chi-square test.
*
For
is 11.1. Since the computed chimethod is used is that it is usually
example:
square (9.94) is less than the chinecessary to determine cost ratios
A shoe store buys six categories
square obtained from the table
by department since rarely is there
of shoes (A, B, C, D, E, F), each
(11.1) there is no reason to be
any uniformity in the relationship
of which has a different cost ratio.
lieve that the product and sales
between selling prices and costs
The total dollars spent in purchas
mix proportions differ (this con
among different departments. The
ing shoes are allocated in the fol
clusion is valid as long as X2 ≤
second complication results be
lowing manner:
X21-a). Therefore, the alignment is
satisfactory.
cause the retail inventory method
A 30%
D 20%
is built on an average reflected in
B 15%
E 12%
the cost ratio and on the assump
Test in audit
18%
F 5%
tion that the product mix will have
the same relationship throughout;
It would seem advisable for au
(If these percentages were not
hence, there is ample opportunity
ditors to perform a chi-square test
readily available, they could be
for the ending inventory calcula
as a regular audit step of any type
generated rapidly through the use
tion to miss the mark. Suppose
of retail inventory system.
of statistical sampling procedures.)
among a shoe store’s product mix
The popularity of LIFO for in
The decision is made to select at
which bears an overall cost ratio
come tax purposes has led to the
random 200 sales of shoes and de
of 70 per cent there are shoes that
modification of the retail method
termine from which category each
have a cost ratio of 80 per cent
so as to obtain a cost ratio for
sale was made. In the tabulation
and shoes that have a cost ratio of
only those goods acquired during
above we find these sample results
40 per cent and there are three
the period. This is necessary in
(Si). In addition, the tabulation
pairs of 80 per cent shoes for each
order to determine the real in
contains the expected results (Ei)
pair of 40 per cent shoes. Suppose
crease or decrease in the inventory
which have been generated by
that occurred during the period. In
further that the preponderance of
multiplying each category percent
addition, end-of-the-period prices
sales in a given period is of 40 per
age by 200. (See Figure
cent shoes. Obviously, the overall
must be converted by the use of
an index of price change to begin
cost ratio will not yield an accu
ning-of-the-year prices.
rate ending inventory; it would
*The chi-square test is widely used sta
In the case where the inventory
only yield accuracy when the sales
tistical test of the agreement between real
is
determined by counting the
mix was in the 3 to 1 proportion.
world observations and an a priori hy
goods,
the index of price change
The assumption is that merchanpothesis.
September-October,
1969
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a beginning-of-the-year price in
must be a late index since the
($162 ÷ 108%) X 100% = $150
dex. To use an end-of-the-period
goods have been priced at year
100%
or $162 X
= $150
price index at this point would in
end prices.
108%
troduce FIFO layers into a LIFO
The other case, which will be
3. Determine the real inventory

inventory, and would certainly be
illustrated in this paper, is where
increase in terms of base period
inconsistent with the LIFO ap
the inventory is to be estimated
prices by subtracting the begin
proach.
completely from the register data.
ning inventory from the ending in
An illustration of dollar-value
In this situation the index should be
ventory, both at base period prices:
retail LIFO will clarify the discus
an average index, rather than a late
$150 - $144 =$6
sion up to this point.2
index, because the inventory avail
4. Restate the inventory increase
able for sale and retail deduction
In Exhibit I on page 49 the cost
in terms of beginning period prices
and retail data for three years are
dollar amounts (which includes
by multiplying by the beginning
presented while in Exhibit II on
sales) are accumulated over the en
of period price index:
page 49 the ending inventory is
tire year and not just at the end of
$6 X 102% = $6.12
the period. (The customary treat
estimated at retail for each of the
5. Convert the inventory in
three years. The following steps
ment seems to be to use an end-ofcrease from sales price to estimat
the-period index rather than an av
are used to estimate the dollar
ed LIFO cost by multiplying by
value retail LIFO inventory for
erage index because it is usually
the cost ratio:
1973:3
much simpler to obtain an index
$6.12 X .60 = $3,672, the 1973
only at year end rather than
1. Calculate the cost ratio for
LIFO layer
attempt to construct an average
the goods acquired during the pe
6. Find the ending inventory
index.) The next step is to rein
riod: ($540 + $30) ÷ ($890 +
at estimated LIFO cost by adding
flate the LIFO layers by utilizing
$100 - $40) = $570 ÷ $950 =
the inventory increase (1973 LIFO
60%
layer) to the beginning inventory:
2. Convert the ending inven
$90 + $3,672 = $93,672, the esti
tory, which is stated at an average
mated
ending inventory at retail
ROY AGELOFF has just
of the prices prevalent during the
LIFO for 1973.
started his doctoral stud
period, to base period prices by
ies at the University of
dividing the ending inventory by
Massachusetts. He has
been an instructor of
the average price index and mul
Making the estimate
accounting and quanti
tiplying
by
the
base
period
index:
4
tative methods at Sac
In 1974, dollar value retail LIFO
ramento State College
can
now be estimated as follows:
(Calif.). Mr. Ageloff re
2 A more concise mathematical explana
1. Cost-selling price ratio:
ceived his BS from the
tion is presented
page 33.
State University of New York (Buffalo), and
$600 ÷ $900 = 66-2/3%
his MBA from the University of Connecticut.
3 Some of the
which under
2. Convert ending inventory to
A. WAYNE CORCORAN, CPA, is a professor
lie this illustration are that sales and
of accounting at the University of Massa
base
period prices:
purchases occur evenly throughout the
chusetts. He formerly taught at the Univer
period, and that the beginning inven
100%
sity of Connecticut, the University of Buf
$182.85 X
= $159
tory of 1973 has already been restated
falo, and
John Fisher
115%
in terms of the average cost of purchases
College. Dr. Corcoran re
3. Determine the real inventory
of the prior period. It is necessary to
ceived his BS from Cor
increase:
restate
the
beginning
inventory
because
nell University, his MS
it is assumed that the conventional re
$159 — $150 = $9 (In base period
from the University of
tail system had been used in the prior
Rochester, and his doc
dollars)
torate from the State
period. In the conventional retail meth
4. Restate the inventory increase
University of New York
od, the markups are used in calculating
(Buffalo). He has worked
in terms of beginning period prices:
the cost
but not the markdowns,
in the accounting offices
and this of course results in an inven
$9 X 110% = $9.90
of the Grange League Federation and Ernst
tory figure which approximates the lower
5. Convert the inventory in
& Ernst.
Corcoran is the author of an
of cost or market. It is necessary, then,
accounting textbook,
readings book,
crease
to LIFO cost:
to convert this beginning inventory fig
monograph, and approximately a dozen pub
$9.90
X
.66-2/3 = $6.60, 1974
ure to
cost basis by including both
lished articles. RICHARD H. SIMPSON, CPA,
markups
and
markdowns
when
calculat
LIFO
layer
is an assistant professor of accounting at
ing the cost ratio. One further assump
the University of Massachusetts. He received
6. Find the 1974 ending inven
his BBA from the University of Massachu
tion is that the price index was 100
tory
at estimated retail LIFO by
setts, and both his MBA
when LIFO
adopted.
adding the inventory increase
and Ph.D. from the Uni
4 Since the base period index in this
versity of North Caro
case is 100, it is, of course, not neces
(1974 LIFO layer) to the begin
lina (Chapel Hill). Dr.
sary to multiply by the base period in
ning
inventory of 1974:
Simpson is the author
dex. However,
the base period index
$93,672 + $6.60 = $100,272
of several published ar
were any other number but 100, it
ticles. He was formerly
In 1975 the inventory falls, which
would be necessary to perform this ac
employed as a semi
will
result in the latest LIFO layer
tion or the answer derived would
senior accountant by Ar
(1974) being completely consumed,
meaningless.
thur Andersen & Co.
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Exhibit

I

PROBLEM DATA

(000 omitted)
1974

1973

Purchases - cost
- retail

540
890

565
910

335
520

30

35

15

100

40

25

40

50

45

Freight-in

Net markups

Net markdowns
Sales and other retail

$ ?
?

$ ?
?

$ 90
144

Beginning inventory - cost
- retail

1975

deductions

932

879.15

507.65

Price

index - beginning of period

1 02%

1 1 0%

118%

Price

index - average for period

108%

115%

120%

Exhibit

II

ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM SOLUTIONS

(000 omitted)
1974

1973

Opening inventory

Purchases
Freight-in

Cost

Retail

$90

$

144
890

540
30

100

Net markdowns

(4o)

Sales and other retail deductions

Estimated ending in
ventory at retail

September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969

$660

Reta i 1

Cost

Reta i 1

$ 93.672

$

$100.272

$182.85

162

910

565

$1,094

$

932

$693.672

335

520

15

35

Net markups

GOODS AVAILABLE

1975

Cost

40

25

(50)

(45)

$1,062

$450.272

$682.85

879.

$507.65

$ 182.

$175.20

$

49
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year longer than the first depart
and a portion of the 1973 layer
year L. ALl = Uninvaded
ment. Exhibit III does not show
layer of cost for L. ALl =
also being eliminated. The com
how the input data were actually
Layer of cost added to in
putations for 1975 follow:
1. Cost-selling price ratio:
ventory in year L. L = Av
punched but this was done in ac
÷
= 70%
cord with FORMAT statement
erage index of inflation for

2. Convert ending inventory to
200.
To avoid future input data
year L. CL = Cost ratio for
base period prices:
punching it would be desirable to
year L. EL = Early index
100%
have the output data punched as
for year L.
= $146
$175.2 X
120%
a result of the programed instruc
(1) DL = BULGEl + l
3. Determine the real inventory
tions. To assure the acceptability
Compare DN with DL, for
of the data (output of one period
decrease:
L = N-1, N-2, . . ., J.
$159 - $146 = $13
must coincide with the format of
Case I: DN-DL >
Since the real inventory increase
the input for the next period) it
(2) ALn = (Dn-Dj)
of 1974 was $9, (selling price) in
would perhaps be wise to refer
Cn En
base period dollars, it follows that
both the input READ and the out
Case II: DN-DL = 0
the 1974 layer is completely elimi
put PRINT (or PUNCH) state
(3)
ALn = 0
nated, as is $4 of the 1973 layer
ments to FORMAT statement 200
Case III: DN-Dl < 0
(to make up the $13 decrease):
(thereby eliminating FORMAT
Continue comparing DN to
$6 (1973 layer at retail) — $4 =
statement 202).
each previous year until
$2, the remaining 1973 layer at
It would be in keeping with the
year J in which DN-Dj >
retail
purpose of this program to have
0 (observe that when this
4. Restate the remaining 1973
the output data of one time pe
situation occurs you are in
layer in terms of beginning 1973
riod punched in order to serve as
year J + 1). Then (1) ap
prices:
part of the input data for the ensu
ply formula 2 for year J -|$2 X 102% = $2.04
ing time period. This can be il
1 to determine ALJ+1 and
5. Convert this remaining 1973
lustrated for the year 1975 with
(2) set ALL = 0 for L =
layer to estimated LIFO cost:
Department 2 data
follows.
J + 2, J + 3, . . ., N.
$2.04 X .60 = $1,224
The
first
four
rows
of
data in
To obtain ending inventory:
6. Find the 1975 ending inven
Exhibit
IV
on
page
53
could
have
N
(4) ENDn =
S ALl
tory at estimated retail LIFO by
been punched out by the computer
L=1
adding the remaining 1973 LIFO
in 1974, the previous year. Then
The whole process may be
layer to the beginning inventory
the fifth row containing 1975 input
represented in the simplified
of 1973:
data would be punched (inserting
computer flow chart in Fig
$90 + $1,224 = $91,224
zeroes in the last two columns
ure 2 on the left.
since the amounts in these col
umns are to be calculated by the
Mathematical approach
program).
At this point it should be men
tioned that the difficulty in ex
plaining dollar-value retail LIFO
can be considerably eased and
shortened if the problem is pre
sented in mathematical terms. Let
us temporarily ignore any need to
treat various items or departments
separately; this will leave us with
the basic dollar-value LIFO prob
lem. Mathematically, we have:
KEY: Dl = Deflated ending in
ventory at retail for year L;
L = 1, 2 . . ., N (N stands
for the current year and L
= 1 represents the base
year). Dj = First deflated
ending inventory that is ex
ceeded by Dn. BULGE =
Inflated pending inventory
for year L. ENDL = End
ing inventory at $ LIFO for
September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969
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Disaggregated inventory sections

In many cases it is not desirable
to use a single cost ratio for the
entire inventory because the in
ventory as a whole is too dissimi
lar. When this situation prevails, it
is better to segregate the inventory
by homogeneous groups, perhaps
departments, and use separate cost
ratios to estimate the LIFO inven
tory cost for each group. An an
notated computer program for ac
complishing this is presented in
Exhibit III on pages 52 and 53.
The same problem we have pre
viously discussed (the estimation
of the dollar-value LIFO retail in
ventory for three years for one de
partment) is presented in Exhibit
III with the addition of similar
data for a second department
which has been in existence for one

mathematical statement of dol
lar-value retail LIFO has been de
veloped for both the entire aggre
gated inventory and for the case
where the firm has separate inven
tory sections. In addition, a com
puter program for these same pro
cedures was presented. As can be
seen, knowledge of both mathemat
ics and the computer can eliminate
the computational dog-work from
the dollar-value retail LIFO pro
cedure, and allows the method to
be explained simply and concise
ly. The increased emphasis on both
mathematics and the computer can
be to the advantage of the account
ant if he becomes more aware of
developments in these fields.
51
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EXHIBIT III
for Disaggregated Inventory Sections
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11
11

dePT.

AL

END

C

144,0000

1,0000

1,0000

0,6250

90,0000

90,0000

162,0000

1,080

1,0200

0.6000

93.6720

1.2240

1.1000

0,6670

100,2720

0,0000

1.1800

0.7000

91.2240

0.0000

182,8500

175,2000

DEPT.

B

A

BULGE

1,1500

1,200

B

A

BULGE

AL

END

c

2

220.0000

1.000

1 .0000

0,6360

140,0000

112,4357

2

302,4000

1.120

1,0500

0,7500

179,3750

.0000

2

410.0000

1.200

1.1300

0.6000

227,9650

0.0000

2

198,0000

1.120

1.1500

0.7000

112,4357

0,0000

2

318.0000

1.060

1.100

0,6670

202,8380

90.4023

Exhibit IV
Input Data

Year

Dept.

Ending
inventory
at retail

Average
Index

Early
Index

Cost
Ratio

Ending
inventory
at $LIFO

Univaded
portion of
inventory
cost layers

1971

2

220.0

1.0000

1.0000

.636

140.0

1972

2

302.

1.1200

1.0500

.750

179.375

0.

1973

2

410.0

1.2000

1.1300

.600

227.965

0.

2

198.0

1.1200

1.1500

.700

112.4357

0.

2

318.0

1.0600

1.1000

.667

1975

September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969

0.

112.4357

0.
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Part 1
Time sharing and ‘dedicated services' called most sig
nificant recent automation developments by keynote
speaker; quality control and auditing of EDP also
stressed at Midwest meeting

AICPA COMPUTER CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO

ATTRACTS LARGEST ATTENDANCE TO DATE
A Management Services Staff Report

quality control in
an advisor and a critic to his cli
computer operations, and the
ents—the potential users, he con
auditing of EDP were among thetinued.
main emphases at the AICPA"The most important develop
sponsored Fifth National Confer
ment in EDP during the past year
has been the realization that tech
ence of Computer Users, held in
nology for technology’s sake is not
Chicago, May 19-21.
enough. We now realize that the
The meeting, which drew the
real future of automation lies not in
largest attendance yet recorded for
the development of better black
an AICPA computer conference,
boxes, but rather in learning how
was the first in a new series of an
to better use the developments we
nual automation meetings. Up un
already have,” he said.
til now, such conferences have
"Perhaps the most significant de
been held semi-annually.
The keynote for the conference
velopments of the recent past have
was set by Isaac Auerbach, presi
been the rise of time sharing and
dent, Auerbach Corporation, when
the concept of dedicated services.
Dedicated services may eventually
he described time sharing and
be the largest part of information
"dedicated services” as being two
services. Dedicated services remove
of the most important develop
the handicap of management’s un
ments in EDP in the recent past.
familiarity with EDP concepts and
No data processing equipment
terms.”
or concept has any use unless it is
Dedicated services is a concept
adequate to meet the user’s need,
wherein computer services geared
Mr. Auerbach said. The stress must
to the needs of one particular in
always be on the user.
dustry are developed, and marketed
The CPA’s role in data process
ing is unique because he is both
to companies within that industry.
ime sharing,

T
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Time sharing, properly used, he
said, is an interpretive computer
service that significantly extends
the use of the computer
a prob
lem solving device, just as time
sharing’s conversational mode sig
nificantly extends the number of
potential users. Actually today,
more than 70 per cent of time shar
ing users have in-house computers.
The problems that exist in the
field will have to be solved mainly
by the next generation, he main
tained. Those who invent devices
are never the ones who make the
best uses of them. Those who have
grown up accepting the computer
as a fait accompli are not in awe
of it, and consequently will be able
to make the greatest breakthroughs
in its use.
Time sharing and dedicated ser
vices give better responses to users’
needs than any other EDP devel
opments.
To a query as to whether remote
batch processing was practicable
in the near future, the computer
Management Services56
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acute in smaller cities where the
expert replied that FCC coopera
pool of well qualified programers
tion on lowering communications
and other EDP personnel is small.
costs could make such processing
He said his firm had found that
extremely practicable.
the best choice for a liaison officer
The second session of the confer
between the accounting staff and
ence’s opening day, considering the
the EDP staff was a CPA who had
computer input problem, first from
learned EDP, and he recommended
the practitioner’s viewpoint and
that
firms without such personnel
then from the standpoint of the
train
one of their accountants in
system supplier, was moderated by
EDP systems and procedures. At a
Jerome Farmer, J. K. Lasser & Co.
lower level, a keypunch operator
The first speaker, Vance Genz
with some bookkeeping experience
linger, Plante and Moran, said that
can also be invaluable, he said.
his firm believed it was wrong for
The second part of the panel,
CPAs to believe they must correct
composed of manufacturers’ repre
errors in input data supplied by
Throughout, the unique
sentatives, understandably talked
their clients.
characteristics of the
mostly about their own particular
“It’s better to give the client
input
devices.
feedback so he can correct his own
computer—its speed, its
errors,” he said. “This means that
the computer has to be programed
immense storage capacity,
Closed-circuit TV used
to flag errors for feedback to the
and its logic—were
The assistant director of the IRS
originating department.”
Regional Service Center, Kansas
He said his firm has each client
emphasized. These together
City, Mo., Emil A. Marecki, spoke
prepare all his own rate data for
computer input. Plante and Moran
on “The IRS, Its Computers and
mean that simply computer
You” at the luncheon session. He
gives the client a -list of errors
izing traditional functions
outlined the way in which regional
found in his data by the computer,
after the run.
IRS service centers are organized
like Payroll, Accounts
James Mann, Elmer Fox & Co.,
and the role they play.
said that although 85 manufactur
The afternoon session was some
Receivable, and Accounts
thing of a novelty at AICPA com
ers offer nearly 300 different types
Payable is wasting the
puter conferences. Five closed-cir
of input devices, these should not
cuit television sets were set up in
be accepted blindly. “Thorough
capacity of the computer, the
the Grand Ballroom of the Palmer
analysis and the choice of the best
House so that all members of the
of the alternatives available is still
presentation asserted. It is
audience were able to follow the
the best approach to the input
only when the computer is
action on at least one set. The
problem,” he said.
screens displayed excerpts from
Claude Robinson, of Manning,
used for management and
two of the new AICPA video-tape
Perkinson and Floyd, last of the
computer courses which were de
speakers on the first part of the
control purposes that it
veloped by the Canadian Institute
panel, said that small installations
begins to add new dimensions
of Chartered Accountants. The
in particular simply don’t have
courses from which excerpts were
enough time to get and train good
to modern business.
shown were “Computer Concepts”
personnel. Thus, effective and strin
and “Control and Auditing of EDP
gent input controls are essential.
Systems.” Jerome Mauze, project
firm must know what its data pro
manager, Professional Development
cessing personnel are involved in
Division, AICPA, introduced the
and what their activities are. This
presentations and provided a nar
is best accomplished, he feels, by
rative inking the excerpts. He em
getting one knowledgeable man,
phasized the practical approach
putting him in charge of EDP per
of the courses, and said they were
sonnel and letting him serve
designed to dispel many of the cur
liaison between the EDP and the
rent myths about computer appli
accounting staff.
cations. Each course includes class
This leads to better manage
room instruction, discussion, and
ment control and understanding of
problem solution as well
“hands
the entire EDP process, he said.
on” computer experience.
This entire problem becomes
September-October, 1969
Published
by eGrove, 1969
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The “Computer Concepts” pres
Sharing to Extend the Results of a
1. Test decks are difficult and
entation outlined the history of
time-consuming to create.
Generalized Audit Approach.”
computing devices and discussed
Time sharing can radically re
2. They may distort the master
the various types of number sys
duce the cost of an audit, and per
file.
tems. It showed how the computer
3. They may require testing of
mits a more effective audit job, Mr.
can perform the same duties
Spinelli said. He gave as an exam
all related master runs.
simple mechanical machines but in
4. They may use valuable com
ple a client of his firm’s which
computer fashion. Input and out
puter time.
carried an accounts receivable
put devices, and sorting, as well
balance of
million in subscrip
5. They suffer because of the
direct and random access storage
tion income. The client had its ac
absence of true operating
systems were discussed. Machine
conditions.
counts receivable files on a unit
language and assembly language
Use of decision boxes in the cli
record system. In performing the
were covered; then the higher-level
ent’s flow chart is another method
audit, Lasser decided to use statis
languages were outlined.
of control, but it was maintained
tical sampling, and to use a com
Throughout, the unique charac
that that too had its disadvan
puter accounts receivable package.
teristics of the computer—its speed,
Its first step was to have all sub
tages. A third alternative was sug
its immense storage capacity, and
scribers’ cards reproduced and then
gested: considering all of the
its logic—were emphasized. These
put on tape. Then a statistical sam
firm’s operations for the previous
together mean that simply compu
month as one vast test deck, cou
ple from the entire universe of
terizing traditional functions like
pled with a review of the error
subscribers was selected from the
Payroll, Accounts Receivable, and
report for the same period. This is
tape records for individual investi
Accounts Payable is wasting the
the fastest way to check computer
gation.
capacity of the computer, the pres
controls as long as the error reports
From that point on, the entire
entation asserted. It is only when
process of the audit was performed
themselves are checked to ensure
the computer is used for manage
that the error was actually made,
on a computer, but Lasser, for pur
ment and control purposes that it
poses of comparison, noted the
the course excerpt asserted.
begins to add new dimensions to
The excerpts from the second
amount of manual time that would
modem business.
have been required if a computer
course concluded with a discussion
The excerpts from the first
of systems gaps that occur in the
had not been used. These are their
course ended with discussion of
average audit trial and what the
results:
areas where mathematical tech
auditor can do to repair them.
For preliminary investigation and
niques are being used in business,
discussion, the differences favored
Subsequent afternoon and even
the manual approach: only four
a discussion of the cost and other
ing sessions of the first day were
factors involved in a yes-or-no
devoted to concurrent discussions
hours manual time would have
by suppliers regarding hardware,
computer decision, and the uses
been required compared to the 10
of a service center and time sharing.
software, and service capabilities.
hours of computer time actually
The “Control and Auditing”
reception was held for all attend
used. But from that point on, the
ing the meeting in the late after
course excerpts illustrated the
difference was radically in favor of
noon.
types of controls best adapted for
the computer usage. Comparative
a computer environment, displayed
The next session, devoted to as
figures are shown below.
excerpts from a programing con
pects of time sharing, was opened
The second team of speakers on
trol application, and offered a
by Carmen Spinelli, J. K. Lasser &
the time sharing program, Nicholas
Co., who spoke on “Using Time
checklist for use in designing a
Baumkirchner and Donald Adams,
good system.
The excerpts concluded with a
discussion of auditing procedures
for a computer system. It was stated
Manual
Computer
that verifying the controls in any
Footing accounts
program was essential, first through
receivable file and
identification of the program con
audit of file contents
35
3
trol points in the documentation
Selecting confirmation
for the program, and then through
sample and preparing list
28
1
testing the controls themselves.
There are several ways of doing
Preparing confirmations,
this, it was pointed out. One of
stuffing, and mailing
31
2
the most common has been through
Accumulating and
the use of test decks of cards.
appraising sample results
45
21
CPAs were advised against this for
these reasons:
56
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Development courses; the new
such arbitrary restrictions since it
of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
CPAUDIO programs — many of
is more interested in classifying
discussing “Advanced Audit Tech
which cover aspects of automation;
data in terms of various type of in
niques Utilizing Time Sharing,”
put rather than classifying it in re
Journal and Management Services
again used slides to illustrate many
lation to some preconceived type
articles; and through efforts of the
of their points. Mr. Adams demon
of output.
Committee on Computers and In
strated the economies of time shar
formation
Systems
and
its
various
ing by showing how a company’s
subcommittees.
financial statement could be made
Flexibility increased
“EDP has just begun to expand,”
more meaningful by comparing
he declared, “and every expansion
each figure shown with the average
“With the input approach,” he
will affect CPAs and their clients.
figure for its industry. After show
continued, “any question is permit
The power of the computer is not
ing a rather exhaustive list of such
ted that some combination of the
as a bookkeeping device but as an
comparisons for the company he
input accounts can answer.”
aid to management decision mak
disclosed that computer costs for
The use of an input oriented
ing.”
the entire analysis had been 30¢.
chart of accounts assumes the avail
In response to questions from the
Mr. Baumkirchner said that at
ability of new capabilities, he said.
floor, Mr. Zakin said that the
Peat, Marwick, time sharing is
“Among these are an ability to han
AICPA video-tape presentation
used for the source and applica
dle much more detail than is usu
would
cost about $25 a participant
tion of funds statements for clients
ally practical in a manual system,
and requires only the entry of the
per course.
an ability to combine this detail,
He said that the video-tape
proper figures.
as desired with a high degree of
course will be offered freely around
Time sharing is also used very
clerical accuracy and, finally, an
the country at locations where
heavily in the firm’s own staff train
ability to do this with extreme
computer installations will permit
ing program, he continued.
speed, preferably in a fraction of a
those taking the course to have a
To questions from the floor, Mr.
second.
hands-on interaction with the com
Spinelli said that time sharing
“This is where the computer
puter.
equipment was extremely useful in
comes into the picture,” he de
debugging programs to be put on
clared. “It can meet these require
an in-house computer because the
ments and so it can make such a
New accounting approach urged
in-house computer is tied up so
system a practical possibility.”
much more than a time sharing
Nor do accountants have to be
The final speaker of the Tuesday
computer facility, and debugging
come
computer technicians in order
morning session was John W. Wag
can take so much machine time.
to
make
full use of the machines,
ner, associate professor of account
Dr.
Wagner
said.
ing at the University of California
“
I
would
contend,
contrary to a
at Los Angeles, who spoke on what
Speaker lists AICPA aids
number
of
studies
on
the subject,
he believes to be a recasting of ac
that accountants do not need a
Opening the second day of the
counting philosophy called for by
great deal of knowledge about spe
meeting, Noel Zakin, manager,
the new abilities of the computer.
cific pieces of computer hardware
Computer Technical
Services,
Dr. Wagner’s thesis is that ac
or skill in programing,” he con
AICPA, said that the great growth
counting under manual methods
tinued. “I doubt seriously that com
of EDP is progressively bringing
has traditionally been output ori
puter specialists are going to de
the level of automation among the
ented, systems where the questions
velop the sophisticated accounting
CPA’s clients to smaller and
are designed in advance to be an
systems of the future. I think in
smaller firms. This in turn in
swered by the system. Such an ar
stead these systems will be devel
creases the responsibility of every
rangement restricts input data to
oped by accountants who have fa
CPA to be in a position to give
those necessary to answer the pre
miliarized themselves with the con
the very best advice on EDP in
conceived questions.
ceptual implications of the com
stallations and applications and to
“Under the circumstances this is
puter.
It is the expert accountant
watch auditing procedures more
a very practical approach to an
who
knows
enough about account
carefully than ever, adapting to the
swering our information require
ing
to
give
wings
to his imagination
ments but it is also a rather restric
environment
required, he de
on
what
he
would
like a new ac
tive one,” he said. “If at some fu
clared.
counting
system
to
do. It is the
ture time we wish to answer a
The AICPA is helping the prac
computer
expert
who
can then in
question not contemplated in our
titioner cope with EDP’s challenge
stall
it.
Ability
to
communicate
with
original system, we cannot do so ex
through the following mechanisms:
the
computer
experts
is
the
real
cept by some special analysis which
the “Auditing and EDP” book; the
requirement
and
responsibility
that
must again refer to the source data.”
“Auerbach Computer Notebook for
all accountants should strive to
An “input” oriented system, on
Accountants” service; the new
meet.” (To be continued.)
the other hand, is hampered by no
video-tape and other Professional
September-October,
1969
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by eGrove, 1969
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Processing Securities Transac
tions by H. V. Petrillo, CPA, and
L. Bullock, CPA, The Ronald
Press Company, New York, 1969,
294 pages, $12.

The well publicized back office
problems of the stock brokerage
firms have made them prime can
didates for the services of data
processing consultants. This guide
to brokerage paper work is almost
detailed enough to provide the
basis for a manual of operating
procedures.

A great deal has been written
about information systems for busi
ness. But most of this material as
sumes that the business involved is
a manufacturer—or sometimes a re
tailer or wholesaler. None of it is
directly applicable to the broker
age business, which is unique in
its data processing requirements.
In this book, which may be, as
the publisher claims, the only one
of its kind, two partners of Has
kins &
have put together a
comprehensive description of the
administrative procedures of brok
erage firms. Their focus is not on
accounting—although one chapter
is devoted to that subject—but
rather on transactions and the ef

fort required to record them and
report them to customers, man
agement, banks, other brokers, etc.
The book describes the activities
and organization structure of a
typical brokerage and then ex
plains the work of each back office
department—wire and order, pur
chases and sales, margin, cashier,
stock record, dividend, customer
bookkeeping, control and auditing,
and service departments. There
also are chapters on transactions
involving clearing corporations and
clearing brokers; firm trading; un
derwriting; and commodities trad
ing. Manual, mechanical, and elec
tronic methods of handling trans
actions are discussed.

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage
magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.

Jim
Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
Thomas J. urns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
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Ernest I. Hanson, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Dale S. Harwood Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
Walter B. M
University of Southern California, Los
Angeles

Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing

John H. Myers, Indiana University, Bloomington
Carl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York
George Prater University of Washington, Seattle
Lawrence evsine University of Illinois, Urbana
Michael chiff, New York University, New York
Willard E. Stone University of Florida, Gainesville
ufus Wixon University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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The text is illustrated by 42
sample forms, records, statements,
and flow charts, which for some
reason are repeated in an appen
dix. Other appendixes provide a
set of sample journal entries show
ing the effect of various typical
transactions on the general ac
counts and subsidiary records and
an index to regulatory require
ments.
The result is a manual that un
questionably will be of great value
to brokerages and their consult
ants.

in Management

The

by R. I. Thicker, B. T. Batsford
Ltd., London, England, 1967, 423
pages, 84 shillings ($10.08).

In Britain, as in the United
States, the role of the accountant
in management is changing rap
idly, and there, as here, many ac
countants are ill prepared for their
new responsibilities. Mr. Tricker
offers them some orientation.
lengthy discussion with man
agers about their ideas on account
ing and their opinions of account
ants is, Mr. Tricker writes, “prob
ably the most shattering experience
that can befall an accountant, ex
cept perhaps publishing a balance
sheet that does not balance.” It
was this experience, he says, that
inspired him to try “to draw to
gether some of the aspects of evolv
ing management science, informa
tion technology, and behavioural
science and to apply them to a con
ceptual model of the business, then
to see where the man trained in
traditional accountancy fitted in.”
Mr. Tricker’s thesis, familiar by
now to every American accountant,
is summarized in the book’s con
cluding paragraph as follows:
“The accountant in tomorrow’s
management may well be more
manager than accountant, with an
awareness of a wide spectrum of
concepts, methods, and techniques.
His orientation will not be histori
cal, cautious, and narrow. . . . He

Published
by eGrove, 1969
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1969
 

will be a man in the forefront of
change ... a man at home in the
information era.”
Mr. Tricker sees three major
tasks for the management account
ant: the provision of appropriate
information for managers’ deci
sions, the management of funds
flow, and participation in the man
agement process. To carry out
these tasks the accountant will
need to be familiar with behavioral
science, computers, and quantita
tive methods, he says.
Every American accountant,
course, has read this a dozen times
by now. Mr. Tricker’s version of
the standard sermon differs from
the ones published in the United
States in two significant respects.
The first is his style. Mr. Tricker
writes clearly, forcefully, and
gracefully in a manner singularly
free of redundancy, pretentious
ness, and gobbledegook (or, as he
calls it, mumbo-jumbo).
The second is his content. In ad
dition to exhorting the accountant
to higher things, Mr. Tricker
chooses to offer what amounts to
a short course in management. He
started, he says, not by asking the
question, “What can the account
ant offer business?” but by inquir
ing, “What does the business
need?” Thus, instead of simply
listing the things that the account
ant will need to know and do in
the future, he first analyzes in some
detail what it is that managers
know and do. The object is to
sketch a “framework that . . . will
be meaningful and useful to the
accountant in rethinking his role.”
None of this is new. (As Mr.
Tricker writes in his preface, “I
make no claims to be pushing back
the frontiers of knowledge. ... I
see my role as urging the settlers
to move into and capitalise on the
areas being discovered.”) But it
has seldom been so well put.

Management of Organizational
Behavior: Utilizing Human Re
sources by Paul Hersey and Ken
neth

H. Blanchard, 1969, Pren

tice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, 147 pages, $6.95 cloth
bound,
paperbound.
The results of the various studies
that have been conducted on the
behavior of people in organizations
are ably summarized in this little
volume. If it doesn’t add up to
much that is really helpful in man
agement, that is hardly the fault
of the authors.

Social science is a major vehicle
by which management theorists
have sought to provide “principles”
of management. (Management, in
this case, is defined as “working
with and through individuals and
groups to accomplish organiza
tional goals.”)
Skill in working with and through
other people is the common de
nominator that is crucial to success
at all levels of management, ac
cording to these authors. “To help
the manager understand why peo
ple behave
they do and to in
crease his effectiveness in predict
ing future behavior, directing,
changing, and controlling behav
ior,” Professors Hersey and Blan
chard have attempted to integrate
all the findings of the social sci
ences into a “conceptual frame
work” that the reader can apply
while working with people in his
own environment.
The emphasis is on motivation,
behavior, and leadership within or
ganizational settings. All the major
studies—from Hawthorne on—and
all the major theories—X versus Y,
the Managerial Grid, Tri-Dimen
sional Leader Effectiveness, etc.—
are covered. (The bibliography is
21 pages long.)
This is material with which
everyone involved in management
should be familiar—although the
precision-minded accountant will
probably be impatient with it.
These authors’ account clearly
shows (although it does not em
phasize) the obviousness or incon
clusiveness of much of this re
search. This version, clear, concise,
and relatively free of sociological
jargon, is a good summary of it.
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Among the many books written
In these circumstances, Mr. En
on this subject this one is unusual
ger points out, much tighter con
for its effort to guide the executive
trol procedures are needed than
who orders the report as well as
have
been
typical
in
the
past.
He
American Management Associa
deals
with
three
major
problem
the man who must prepare it.
tion, New York, 1969, 255 pages,

areas in detail: the need for com
$10.50.
prehensive error detection, audit,
The title of this books, says Mr.
and security procedures; the need
Gallagher, is deliberately ambigu
Computer systems are becoming
for improved standards of soft
ous. It is intended to suggest that
more costly and complex; they are
ware performance and dependabil
the
book is designed “not only for
becoming more and more crucial in
ity; and the need for greater hard
those
who submit reports to vari
everyday business operations; and
ware reliability with less down
ous levels and types of manage
the effort to provide industrywide
time. His treatment of the first
ment but also for managers who
performance standards is merely
category is much more concrete
write, review, or only request re
inching along. All this, the author
and less mechanical than the typi
ports.
”
argues, means that management
cal review of computer control
This second group, the author
must exercise tighter control to
techniques for auditors and should
points out, “has been sadly neg
make sure these systems really
be of considerable value to CPAs.
lected.” For them, the book “fixes
work.
He also discusses the quality of
their place in the system, points
manufacturer support, manage
out their responsibilities, and offers
Tales of horrible goofs by com
ment’s responsibility in systems im
guidelines for effective interaction
puters are probably less common,
plementation, and the impact of
with those who prepare reports.”
in proportion to the number of
the approaching fourth generation
Another useful chapter—this time
computers in operation, than they
of computers on management in
from the report writer’s point of
used to be in the early days of
formation systems design.
view—deals with planning the re
electronic data processing. But
Nearly every chapter ends with
search, collecting the information,
they are not as funny as they used
a checklist. There are checklists
analyzing the information, and
to be.
for management information sys
reaching conclusions. From then
The standard stories of checks
tem design (objectives versus per
on, the material is conventionalwith a few extra digits and dun
formance); system controls (for
organizing the report, writing, re
ning letters for nonexistent bills
error detection, audit, and secur
vising, conciseness, clarity, gram
pale into insignificance beside some
ity); software selection; hardware
mar, style, and publication me
of the examples of computer fail
reliability; evaluation of vendor
chanics.
ure Mr. Enger cites in this book:
support; and management respon
Since the author’s principal ex
the seven-figure loss that had to be
sibility in the design of manage
perience has been with Arthur D.
written off when a computer mis
ment information systems.
Little, Inc., the book is slanted
applied cash payments and scram
This book has its weaknesses.
toward the kind of semitechnical
bled millions of dollars’ worth of
Some of the checklists deal with
business research reports that that
accounts receivable records; the
subjects not really suited to the
firm specializes in. As all books on
food wholesaler that sued a com
checklist format, and none of the
this subject should be—though they
puter manufacturer for $53,000
checklists is
detailed as the ac
aren’t always—this one is well writ
after the machine completely lost
countant would probably like. Mr.
ten—clear, well organized, highly
track of orders and inventory; the
Enger is somewhat vague about
readable, and generously illustrat
aircraft manufacturer that became
which management he is assigning
ed with horrible examples drawn
liable for millions of dollars in pen
responsibilities to; sometimes it
from the author’s own experience.
alties for contract completion de
seems to be general management
lays when its computer simply
and sometimes the manager of the
stopped running for several days.
data processing group. On the
The reason, of course, is that the
whole, however, this is a useful
Briefly listed
computer is now coming into its
book for the consultant, auditor, or
own. No longer used just to speed
business executive.
Man and the Computer: Tech
up isolated clerical operations, it
nology as an Agent of Social
is becoming the key element in
Change by John Diebold, Fred
massive information systems that
erick A. Praeger, New York, 1969,
reach into every comer of a com
153 pages, $5.95.
Report Writing for Management
pany’s business. This means that
by William J. Gallagher, Addi
a failure of hardware, software, or
This collection of updated versions
control conceivably could be seri
son-Wesley Publishing Company,
of four speeches and one article
ous enough to wreck an entire
Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1969,
deals with the technological revo
company.
216 pages, $6.50.

Putting MIS to Work: Managing
the Management Information
System by Norman L. Enger,

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss5/9
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per dollar spent), more decentral
national, and international stan
lution and its future effects, the
ized (to the lowest possible level),
dards bodies” — are followed by
technological gap between Europe
and more integrated (with con
and the United States, manage
brief essays providing additional
tinuous exercise of planning and
ment education for the computer
background information in the sub

control by the same person or per
age, and the effect of the computer
ject area of the definition and by
sons ).
on educational methods. The lastcross references directing attention
In an effort to improve the R&D
named chapter is the most specific.
to other closely related concepts.
control process in the organic re
In general, the approach is more
The author, who is deputy chief of
search and development labora
philosophical than informative.
the data management division of
tories of Monsanto Company, the
the
S. Army Research Office,
author studied current and com
Technological Forecasting and
is chairman of the subcommittee
pleted projects. He found that the
Long-Range Planning by Dr.
on terminology and glossary of the
“eventual failure or success of a
Robert U. Ayres, McGraw-Hill
committee on computers and in
research project was in no way
formation processing of the United
Book Company, New
1969,
related to the total dollars spent
237 pages, $12.50.
States of America Standards Insti
on it. Nor was the eventual fail
tute.
ure
or success correlated with
This book discusses the advantages
whether
or not the project was
and disadvantages of various meth
over
or
under
its budget at various
ods of forecasting future trends
stages
in
its
life
cycle. What ap
and specific developments in vari
MAGAZINES
peared
to
be
more
important was
ous areas of technology—extrapo
the
amount
of
progress
per dollar
lation, model building, and intui
Cost/Progress — A
for
spent.”
tion—and suggests how to use the
Operational Planning by Wil
So he developed a system for
results in planning. Although the
liam E. Souder, Managerial Plan
reporting
progress in terms of the
book is peppered with mathemat
ning (formerly Budgeting), Janu
component
steps in the project
ics, much of it is intelligible to the
ary-February, 1969.
that have been completed to date
nonmathematician.
as well as the money spent. In es
Failure rates of 50 per cent or
sence,
the system calls for prepa
How to Run a Conference by
more are not uncommon in indu
ration
of PERT-like diagrams of
M
Bieber, George Allen &
strial research and development
the
jobs
to be completed in the
Unwin Ltd., London, 1968, 124
laboratories. While not denying
course
of
a project (events or
pages, 21 shillings ($2.52).
that R&D work is uncertain by its
“
nodes
”
on
the
diagram), the dates
very nature, this author puts much
forecast
for
their
completion, and
This handbook is intended as a
of the blame on lack of managerial
the
forecast
spending
on a time
guide for anyone who may be
control. He outlines a control sys
continuum.
Results
are
reported
called upon to organize a confer
tem that can help administrators
by computer.
ence, seminar, or study group. Top
spot potential failures early.
The system, which is described
ics discussed include the confer
in
some detail in the article, is
ence budget, planning, transporta
Research and development ad
self-operating;
project leaders pre
tion and accommodations, physical
ministrators typically control their
pare
their
own
diagrams, with
facilities, translation, public rela
departments by means of budgets
help
from
a
staff
analyst,
and fill
tions, and records.
—comparing actual dollars spent
out
their
own
monthly
report
data
with budgeted dollars—or personal
forms.
Standard Dictionary of Comput
involvement—“just talking to peo
Now in operation throughout
ers and Information Processing
ple on the project and knowing
the
department, the system is
by Martin H. Weik, Hayden Book
what is going on”—or a combina
working
well, Mr. Souder reports.
Company, Inc., New York, 1969,
tion of the two methods.
He
says
the
project managers like
336 pages, $10.95.
Actually,
Mr. Souder points
it
because
it
gives them cost-ef
out, neither is satisfactory. The
fectiveness
measures
and because
More than 10,000 hardware and
rate at which money is being spent
it
allows
them
to
determine
the
software terms in general use in
on a project means nothing with
causes
of
overruns
early
enough
the data processing field are de
out some measure of the progress
to take corrective action.
fined in this reference book, actu
that is being made. And personal
ally a sort of cross between a dic
tionary and an encyclopedia. The
formal definitions—all, according
to the author, “consistent with the
best professional usage approved
by technical society, government,
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involvement often degenerates into
authoritarianism at one extreme or
laissez-faire at the other.
What is needed, Mr. Souder ar
gues, is an approach that is more
quantitative (in terms of progress

A New Application of Calculus
and
Analysis to Cost-Vol
ume Profit Changes by Thomas
6163
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dent. Where the discrete case leads
cases are not considered, alterna
A. Morrison and Eugene Kaczka,
an increase in profits, the new
tives are restricted, and the deci
The Accounting Review, April,
approach gives that combination
sion maker faces the likelihood that
1969.
which maximizes profits.
a combination which would pro

In those situations where the
duce greater profits has been fore
Calculus and risk measurement
to are increasingly being used in the
percentage change in volume to
gone.
the percentage change in price is
The traditional approach may
solution of business problems. The
not constant over the range of price
also be misleading. For a selected
authors suggest an approach to
changes, the points of change must
price-volume relationship the tra
cost-volume-profit analysis integrat
be determined and the correspond
ditional approach may indicate
ing calculus and risk measurement
ing
percentage relationship substi
that
a
continued
price
increase
is
in such a way that the most profit
tuted
in the formula for the price
warranted. This is a false interpre
able combination of changes may
change
considered. The decision
tation of the relationship involved.
be selected.
maker may then select the highest
The authors present data to con
profit combination of the several
firm the position that the contri
All companies face pricing deci
percentage relationships assumed.
bution margin per unit is not a
sions. Profit may be increased by
For price decreases the equation
constant and that beyond a spe
appropriate changes in price, cost,
is only slightly different, and the
cified point further increases in
or volume. The decision maker is
authors present the derivation of
price will result in declining profits.
faced with the selection of that
the optimal formula in this situa
combination of price, cost, and vol
tion and proceed with an illustra
ume which yields the greatest con
Calculus approach
tion of the selection of the optimal
tribution to profits. His selection
price
decrease to maximize profits.
process is complicated by the fact
The beauty of the use of calcu
Price
changes are only one way
that these variables are interde
lus is that it allows the decision
of
affecting
the volume of sales
pendent; an increase in price leads
maker to find points of minimum
and
profit.
Increases
in variable
to a decrease in volume, a decrease
cost and maximum revenue and,
costs
which
lead
to
increases
in
in price to an increase in volume.
in this case, the price-cost-volume
product quality also lead to in
Changes in cost that affect quality
combination for maximum profits.
creased volume. In this case the
also affect sales volume.
The calculus approach is first ap
decision maker is faced with that
Professors Morrison and Kaczka
plied by the authors to a situation
combination of percentage change
suggest a new approach that en
in which a price increase is to be
in variable cost which leads to the
ables the decision maker to select
made. The question is: What is
percentage change in volume such
the maximum profit combination.
the optimal percentage increase in
that profit is maximum. Again the
The approach can also be applied
price required to produce the max
authors
develop the equation ex
to determine: (1) the indifference
imum contribution to profits for a
pressing
the relationship involved
points for each change in price or
given relationship between price
and
derive
the formula for prof
cost, (2) the added profit, (3) the
and volume?
it
maximization.
The appropriate
optimal product mix, and (4) the
Cost-volume relationships are de
formula
for
a
decrease
in cost is
opportunity cost of not having the
veloped in simple equation form,
also
indicated.
Numerical
exam
capacity to produce the volume
and calculus is employed to de
ples
are
presented
to
illustrate
the
required for maximum profits.
termine the optimum formula. The
methodology.
analysis leads to the conclusion
that only the following relation
Traditional method
ships need to be considered:
Incorporation of risk
The authors suggest that the tra
(1) The original contribution
ditional method of cost-volumeTo this point the authors have
percentage
profit analysis is limited and may
considered the percentage change
(2) The percentage in volume
be misleading in certain cases. The
in volume as given, a relationship
for each change in price
traditional analysis employed by
determined from experience and
(3) (Only if the relationship
the businessman is to examine sev
settled upon for the analysis. In
changes) the point at which the
eral discrete cases for either price
the real world such an exact knowl
change occurs and the Y axis in
volume changes or cost-volume
edge of the volume behavior is
tercept of the line expressing the
changes and select that combina
unlikely. This means that the de
new relationship.
tion which leads to the highest
cision maker is uncertain about the
profits. The method is appropriate
change in volume for any change
for the selection of the most fa
The authors proceed to develop
in either price or cost, and this
vorable alternative, but what of
numerical examples to illustrate
uncertainty should be taken into
the almost infinite number of cases
the model. The improvement over
consideration in the analysis. The
not considered? To the extent that
the traditional discrete case is evi
authors suggest that an approxi
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss5/9
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mation for the error in estimate
can be made through the appli
cation of classical statistics. The
standard error of the estimate is
given by a normal distribution
with a mean of zero and a stan
dard deviation of σ. Risk theory is
integrated into the previous formu
lation and a probalistic model de
veloped. By algebraic manipulation
of the probalistic model the deci
sion maker may determine not only
the maximum profit but also the
probability of the profit’s being
equal to, less than, or more than
that which the firm now enjoys.
R. D. Lossett
University of Southern California

Computerized Financial Data
Banks: Transition from Concep
tual Design to Reality by Mi
asasTyran
R.
a , Management Ac

counting, September, 1968.
l

The computerized “data bank”
Executivesto be the

is generally conceded
key to the integrated management
information system. This author
describes the system now being
developed in his company.

Too many companies, Mr. Tyran
points out, are utilizing third gen
eration computer equipment sim
ply by “emulating” programs from
their old computers. Since many
of those programs, in their turn,
were little more than electronic
translations of earlier manual or
mechanical procedures, these com
panies are falling farther and far
ther behind in reaching what
should be their goal—to get full
mileage from sophisticated equip
ment in “harnessing,” interpreting,
and controlling their financial and
operating data.
The data processing system that
is now being developed at the Po
mona Division of General Dynam
ics Corporation is based on the
data bank concept. (This author
defines a data bank as “a prede
termined file record location which
serves
a depository for infor
mation.”)
September-October, 1969
Published by eGrove, 1969

The data bank concept of stor
age and integration of financial in
formation is not new in theory,
Mr. Tyran notes, but its “mechani
cal application and practice is still
a challenging endeavor.” To util
ize it, he says, the systems de
signers must find answers to the
following questions:
How can the flow of data into
the computer files be accelerated?
What compressed identities could
be more effectively used in the
input process?
What controls are necessary to
police the reliability of data from
source of input to eventual output?
How can multi-file updates and
program streamlining be used to
reduce processing?
How should manual data proc
essing be integrated with the me
chanical operation?

What is required to establish
a
complete network for mechanical
information flow that will perform
the accumulating, recording, up
dating, summarizing, and report
ing of data without continual phys
ical surveillance?
How should data be organized
in the storage files for instant and
specific retrievals?
In this article Mr. Tyran out
lines the basic criteria that his di
vision has found essential for eval
uating answers to these questions.

How to Spot
Early by
Robert C. Albrook, Fortune, July,
1968.
Three big companies think they
have found
way to pick young
men of high potential. It seems to
work—but you have to know what
to look for.

How do you find the young man
of high potential and start him on
the managerial ladder before his
ambition sours and his talents fade?
Three major U.S. enterprises—the
Bell Telephone System, Sears, Roe
buck and Company, and Humble
Oil and Refining Company—believe
they have found effective answers

to that question. Humble Oil and
Refining, in addition to probing
the managerial candidate’s school
and other activities, also gives its
successful and less successful man
agers a biographical quiz in order
to determine the types of histories
most conducive to success within
the Humble organization. Sears and
Bell, on the other hand, rely heav
ily on the performance of potential
executives during realistic manage
ment games.

Success claimed
To date, Sears, Bell, and Hum
ble all claim outstanding success
with their programs. The Sears pro
gram was begun in the East, but
all sections of the country are now
considering its adoption. The use
of Bell’s techniques has spread to
fifteen of the operating companies
and has resulted in a reported im
provement in the caliber of super
visors. Humble’s success is evi
denced by Standard Oil of New
Jersey’s encouraging its other op
erating companies to adopt the
same methods.

Bell’s techniques
The Bell System is probably en
gaging in the nation’s largest man
hunt for managerial talent. Through
sixty “assessment centers” located
throughout the country, 30,000 Bell
System employees have been tested
thus far, and about 10,000 are test
ed annually. One of Bell’s favorite
management games is the “in-bas
ket” exercise. The performance of
the employee is observed and ap
praised
he copes with a stack of
memos, correspondence, requests,
and reports and decides upon the
course of action to take in each
instance.
In another Bell System game a
group of employees is asked to
manage a make-believe toy com
pany. The assessors, by observing
reactions to changes in costs and
prices every twenty minutes, are
able to evaluate an employee’s
ability to lead, organize, compete,
and cooperate. Following comple
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feel this is the company’s way
tion of the games, each of the as
ensuring the perpetuation of its
sessors rates each participant on
present
philosophy. This is not so,
twenty different personal and be
HELP WANTED
says Humble. Since people have
havioral characteristics and reports
CORPORATE MGR. SYSTEMS & D.P.
—$35,000. Retail, chain and mail order ex
had varying opportunities to dis
on his rank and effectiveness within
perience. All fees paid by management. Send
of
play motivation and to exercise
resume in confidence to Don Kaye, Presi
the group. Finally, all results are
dent Executive Search Div. Columbia
their leadership qualities, this is a
tallied and each man rated “more
Agency, 342 Madison Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10017.
way of ensuring that each indi
than acceptable,” “acceptable,” “less
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS $15/25,000.
vidual is measured according to his
than acceptable,” or “unacceptable.”
Generalist and EDP Specialist. All fees paid
potential rather than according to
by management. Send resume in confidence
The rating is then passed to  the
to Don Kaye, President Executive Search
his experiences.
employee’s supervisor. It is not
Div.
Agency, 342
Ave.
New York,
binding, however.
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS — $18/25,000. In
While Bell’s cost may seem high
stall 360/30/40 System.
fees paid by
Employees helped
management. Send resume in confidence to
(about $400 per candidate), the
Don Kaye, President Executive Search Div.
Columbia Agency, 342 Madison Ave. New
results are impressive. The propor
The testing programs at Sears,
York, N.Y.
tion of managers rated successful
Bell, and Humble provide rewards
SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS $15/20,000.
in their new jobs as predicted by
Software and D.P. Consulting firms. All fees
for the employee as well as the
paid
by management. Send resume in con
the new assessment techniques is
company. In no case are test re
fidence to Don
President Executive
Search Div. Columbia Agency, 342 Madi
from 13 to 50 per cent higher than
sults allowed to overwhelm man
son Ave., New York,
the proportion of successes without
agement’s decision about a man.
assessment.
Instead, their purpose is to pro
vide additional useful information.
At Humble, half of the men scor
Sears' approach
ing in the highest ten per cent had
for
not been with the company long
Sears, Roebuck prefers to assess
Accounting and Finance Training
enough for an adequate opinion to
the individual before he is hired
for Large Consulting Firm
be rendered in the traditional man
rather than after. Sears officials
ner. As a result of their high test
hope to reduce turnover among
Well known ational consulting firm seeks
management accounting/financial control
scores, management regards them
their college trainees (42 per cent
professional for its management develop
as
men
of
exceptional
promise
and
within five years).
ment and training staff. The man we
is watching them with close atten
seek will participate
course develop
Sears has recently opened an as
ment and planning and co-ordinate and
tion.
sessment center in Philadelphia.
direct training programs which may vary
Before the center was opened, all
in length from one day to two weeks,
well as instruct a number of class ses
candidates selected by campus re
sions. We prefer an MBA with some ex
Imitators cautioned
cruiters were offered jobs. Now,
perience
management accounting/finan
cial control and teaching, but we will
only two of every five finally go
Even though Sears, Bell, and
consider anyone who can prove to us
with the company. Sears’ success
Humble regard their programs as
that
can do the job. Someone who en
teaching and course development but
is credited not only to the tests
very successful, would-be imitators
desires a stimulating environment and
given but also to management’s
are to be cautioned. The key to a
involvement with the real world will find
an exceptional opportunity. This po
straight talk with regard to fre
successful testing technique is a
sition also offers an excellent opportunity
quent transfers and “those lousy
homegrown system tailored to an
for professional growth, greater income,
and management responsibility. Starting
hours.”
individual company’s needs. As one
salary depends upon ability
perform,
executive states, “Any company that
but would probably
$16-22,000
range.
tried to adopt our program all by
Humble’s program
itself would almost surely be dis
BOX 497
The heart of Humble’s program
appointed. It’s worked for us be
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
is a biographical quiz designed to
cause we don’t have to take it too
provide clues to managerial poten
seriously when the test results look
tial by analyzing the candidate’s
wrong. We still put our main em
MISCELLANY
early behavior. In order to estab
phasis on performance. Testing just
EASY
ON
THE MIND is the good feel
lish a norm against which the po
improves the odds of picking the
ing you
after you freely
happily
decide
who
will
inherit your possessions. A
tential candidate can be compared,
right men to begin with.” The suc
handy estate-planning checklist is available
Humble gives these same tests to
FREE from The Claretians, Room 100, 221
cess of any managerial testing pro
West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
its present managers and correlates
gram must be judged on the basis
the results of the tests given the
of performance in the real world
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
managers with the results for man
rather than under laboratory con
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
agerial candidates.
number, when used, is two words. Classi
ditions.
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
For some, biographical testing
A. W. Williams
Closing date, 5th of month preceding
of
issue. Address for replies: Box number. Man
creates a misunderstanding. They
University of Southern California
agement Services, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019

CLASSIFIED

CO-ORDINATOR/INSTRUCTOR
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How the preparers and users of financial reports view today's
problems and what can best be done to solve them

Corporate Financial Reporting:
CONFLICTS AND CHALLENGES
EDITED BY JOHN C. BURTON, Ph.D., CPA

How do financial executives, independent accountants, finan
cial analysts and commercial bankers view their interests, re
sponsibilities and needs with respect to corporate financial re
porting? What sort of problems is each group encountering?
How do they feel these problems can best be solved?

This important book considers these questions expertly
in depth. It is a comprehensive report on the First Symposium
on Corporate Financial Reporting which was held at Seaview,
New Jersey in November 1968.
This meeting—organized jointly by the American Institute
of CPAs, Financial Analysts Federation, Financial Executives
Institute and Robert Morris Associates—represented the first
major inter-professional effort
consider the current state of
financial reporting. It also discussed opportunities and means
for improving communications between persons in these pro
fessional groups, developing new ideas in response to the
needs
the various parties concerned, and achieving each
profession’s goals
fulfilling its responsibilities
the business
community and the investing public.
Expertly edited and organized, the book contains all of the
papers and critiques which were prepared in advance on the
various subjects under consideration. It also presents the
thoughtful discussions held during the Symposium which reflect
the various viewpoints of the participants.
This highly readable report offers you valuable insight into
the present state and possible future direction of corporate
financial reporting ... a subject which must be of primary
concern to every financial executive, commercial banker, finan
cial analyst and professional accountant.

Includes Papers, Critiques and
Discussions on—
Users and Preparers of Financial Reports:
—Problems, Needs and Responsibilities
The problem of comparability . . . Role
the Accounting Principles Board . . .
closure of estimates of the future . . . Sur
veillance over corporate reporting . . . Needs
and responsibilities of the investor . . . the
credit grantor ... the financial executive
... the independent certified public ac
countant.
The Measurement of Income

286 PAGES

$10 PER COPY

Order your copy today from the
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
666 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

(Please add 6 percent sales tax
New York City. Elsewhere in
New York
add 3 percent state tax plus local tax applicable.)

Published by eGrove, 1969
to

Objectives of financial statements . . . Price
level accounting . . . The treatment of ac
counting changes . . . Accounting for inter
corporate investment.
The Role of the Auditor

The short-form report . . . Responsibility
the auditor . . . Practice of public account
ing in corporate form.
A View of

Future
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You can tell
about
a company
by the people
it keeps

A business can be no better than the
combined abilities of its personnel.
When a company hires the wrong
person... when an employee selects
the wrong position.. both are harmed.
We can assist you in avoiding misfit
situations in the Financial and EDP fields.
We concentrate all of our energies in this
specialization. We believe that the
R-H System makes the most placements of
Financial and EDP personnel. It’s the
largest source of its kind in the world.
For the most efficient service in the
Financial and EDP field... contact your
Robert Half specialist.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol6/iss5/9

Atlanta: 235 Peachtree St., NE........ (404) 688-2300
Baltimore: One Charles Center........ (301) 837-0313
Boston: 140 Federal St..................... (617) 423-6440
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave......... (312) 782-6930
Cincinnati: 606 Terrace Hilton....... (513)621-7711
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th St.
(216) 621-0670
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg.
(214) 742-9171
Detroit: 1114 Guardian Bldg.
(313) 961-5430
Garden City, N.Y. 585 Stewart Ave.... (516) 248-1234
Hartford, Conn: 75 Pearl St.............. (203) 278-7170
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd. ... (213) 381-7974
Miami: 1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg. (305) 377-8728
Minneapolis: 822 Marquette Ave...... (612)336-8636
New York: 330 Madison Ave............ (212) 986-1300
Newark: 1180 Raymond Blvd............ (201)623-3661
Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center ..... (215)568-4580
Pittsburgh: 429 Forbes Ave.............. (412)471-5946
Portland, Ore: 610 S.W. Alder St..... (503) 222-9778
St. Louis: 1015 Locust St................. (314) 231-0114
San Francisco: 111 Pine St............... (415)434-1900
Stamford, Conn: 111 Prospect St...... (203) 325-4158

ROBERT
HALF
PERSONNEL
AGENCIES
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